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...      -    '       I. . t. ,  ,               t

:..2'; ·. '- ·   :.:': 1-- " '·: · '\ ''i  ' A series of computer experiments have been

,·     ..  *,px carried  out to elucidate the penetration mechanisms  of                    ·.

-..··. ·   ' ·. fast neutrons through thick layers of sodium such as
-...........:
1.·:::....f.'-....6ccur in LMFBR designs.  As a one-dimensional approximation

f:' ) :" ' ·'·     of the actual situation, the calculations have mainly

.'.    concentrated on the flux 5 meters from a plane isotropic

:··       ··    ·'  fission source    in an infinite sodium   med ium.    Most    of    the

·'' transport calculations were made with the moments-method

fi ': -·  code,. BMT, using a 496 energy point grid. Previously

developed methods for reconstructing the flux from the

-   : -.spatial moments were used, except that a set of biortho-
'.       WWW ' ---

gonal polynomialswere constructed suitable   for

-   .expansion of the flux in terms of a Gaussian weight

.   r  function. The moments-method technique leads itself to

,- ..      .  easy and economical changes of the input cross section

.'r-· data.  A 'large number of such modified cross section  sets,

. ,.- built around the ENDF/B-III set, were used in separate

,- :' .calculations designed variously to emphasize or eliminate

.-   ./.: ..one  or more particular transport processes.

: A :r .:,.    .  By means of such calculations, it has been .

>
. .· : shown  that  as the energy decreases below  190  KeV,   the

. .ii
-&  , ·t    ·.·..
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=.·.   .   ', flux spectrum at 5m is increasingly dominated by an age-

diffusion process that is quantitatively close to

,.                    conventional age theory  if  the  age is suitably chosen.

On this basis, it has been possible to explain the  -·p...

. observed very soft low energy spectrum (.1/EZ per unit
energy around 10 eV). Physically, this type of transport

mechanism accords well with the fact the total cross

section is nearly constant over most of the lethargy

range of about 11 from 190 KeV to a few eV, with almost

negligible absorption. The near-Gaussian spatial,*

. dependence of this process is in convolution with an

 ·        approximate exponential behavior that characterizes thehigh energy transport, and dominate the spectrum above
k

200 KeV.

It has been possible to discriminate three

reasonably distinct processes which form components of

the high-energy exponential. In one a major portion of

the transport occurs at energies corresponding to deep

local minima of the totAl cross section. The second is

characterized by the importance of transport by source
  neutrons at Very high energies, 5 MeV or above. In the

third there is a multiple-collision buildup of the

          slowing
down neutrons with no single cross section

iii
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feature or energy region predominating. Edch of these             :

. St.
components is separately capable of leading to a. near.-

exponential deep penetration behavior with roughly the

:'   . same relaxation length. For a fission source and ENDF/B-
:' 7 '  ,1    . . .

1   '   S III cross sections,  at 5 meters each contributes about

' *"   equally to the total flux in the important 100 KeV to

3.., 600 KeV range. However, under changed conditions one Or

another of the mechanisms may dominate. Thus, with a
3:.. ·
4, I

"softer" source characteristic of the INFER core leakage

:... "... t  ,

,: spectrum, penetration   via   the    297 KeV minimum   will    pre -
'

4

dominate. The relative importance of the other two

mechanisms depends sensitively on the anisotropy of

elastic scattering,   tHe :hmount  of   ihelastic r scattering

and the energy distribution of inelastically scattered

neutrons. Relatively modest decreases in the ratio of
9.

inelastic to elastic scattering or in the fractional

energy loss per scattering markedly increase the deeply

penetrating flux.

Conclusiond from this picture of neutron

penetration in sodium·are made as to the types of transport
Al€   I.N. calculations that can be successfully made in shield

'.

design, and the accuracies needed in future cross section

                    measurements.
1..r . e....
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I. Introduction

64.                In most of the present designs of the sodium-

4, : IS.,i I ' ; . . cooled fast breeder reactor, the reactor core  sits  in a
r...1..    ...  .....,:,4 .

big pot of liquid sodium. A schematic diagram of the

"pot" system is shown in Figure I-1 . In this system,1(1)

....
6. . . . . ,   . . . a large tank filled with liquid sodium contains all the

primary heat-transfer equipment, including the intermediate

1': heat exchangers. This arrangement, consequently, makes

the dimensions of the "pot" to be on a heroic scale. For

example, the thickness of sodium above the fuel elements

1 ...
in the FTR reactor design is approximately 15 ft and the

- (2)
diameter of the pool is approximately 20 ft . The

sodium coolant which surrounds the reactor core, therefore,

..„
constitutes a major portion of the neutron shield. Thus,

there is considerable interest in finding out the manner

in which fast neutrons, typically from a fission source,
.,C

penetrate through a distance the order of 5 meters in

liquid sodium. The purpose of this study is primarily to

.investigate these neutron penetration mechanisms.

.4  :

In this study, the investigation will not

provide any specific calculation of the neutron penetration

through the sodium in any actual reactor design, nor even

- I- 1
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. ,.2.::- · the devising of computational methods to do such calcula-

I.   :., I    .  S'.2        .

1.,      . ' tions more accurately or quicker. Rather the study  is  .
:.1..           ..'.  ).- designed to elucidate in a simplified geometry what are

, the sort of life histories characteristic of neutrons

f.  7 .. that penetrate so far in sodium, how in fact do the cross
. .·, . .. .      « section properties of sodium influence and affect  the

'4' : ; · · , penetrating flux. Armed with this comprehension of the

penetration mechanisms one can then tell which sodium

cross section features need to be measured more accurately

and which are good enough for the job of shielding calcu-

lation. And more important, one then has the understanding

to predict at least qualitatively how the neutrons will

1   - .  .f:
behave in circumstances of different geometries, source

'

energies, distances and so on.

.

t.;f.

I

.

.-              To provide answers to these questions, transport

calculations were made to investigate the sensitivity of

the penetrating flux to the interactions between neutrons

and nuclei in the sodium medium. Specifically, the
-

..neutron.penetration mechanisms in the sodium medium were

.

4..... ,t r '  inVestigated  through  calculations  of  the  effects  of
e,·.

f:..

:', changes in the input microscopic cross section data on
':4..
5-

;  the penetrating flux.

. -1,-'

.... I- 2



The requirement of making many changes in input

cross section data led to the choice of the moments-

method for solving the neutron transport equation, because

of the feasibility of changing discrete-energy cross

.section data used in this method. But the use of the

moments-method limits the problems treated to be infinite

. medium calculations, although calculations with the

discrete ordinates method have verified that infinite

medium conclusions apply also to the finite slab, as will

..r    be discussed in Section IV-3. It also presents something

of a problem in reconstructing the spatial dependence of

         the flux from the spatial moments. However, in exchange,

very detailed spectrum calculations ( 496 points ) may

be made for quite modest computer expenditures, even

where the scattering phenomena are complicated functions

(3)
of energy and angle . Since the dimensions Of the

sodium "pot" are approximately 5 meters, a one dimensional

. '· calculation which neglects the negligible side leakage
3                                (4)

was employed. The computer code, BMT , developed at

Columbia University, was selected as the calculation

,.   ·        .    .,   · .tool. The one-dimensional discrete-ordiriates  code,
···            (5)ANISN , was also used for the finite slab calculations.

The methods used for the reconstruction of the spatial

dependence of the flux from the spatial moments are

-  I- 3  -
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.t  ''...

Y.t  ' '

,.t .:../6
given as Appendices.

Chapter II reviews the moments and discrete-

ordinates methods of solving the Boltzmann transport

equation. Ihe basic set of the sodium cross sections used,
(6)ENDF/B-III MAT 1156   , in the transport calculations is

discussed in Chapter III. A description of how the

calculations were performed, and what assumptions were

involved is presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V describes.
.,. in detail the analyses performed on the calculations and

the deductions obtained from them as to the character of

' ·.               the penetration mechanisms that determine  the  f lux

spectrum in thick layers of sodium. The reader's

attention is directed particularly to the statement of

9 "conclusions" given at the start of Chapter V, which

present in capsule form the deductions made as to these

penetration mechanisms, and which form the framework

for the ensuing discussion. Chapter VI contains a summary

and conclusions to be drawn from this study.

tif:. I
..74
9.

5, «

  I- 4



k Figure·I-1: A Schematic Diagram of the "pot" system of a

Sodium-cooled Fast Breeder Reactor Design.·
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, II. Theory
..
< . ./

'.

....5......                           . 4

          ·  '·.  ,  II.   1. The Boltzmann Transport Equation:

.
't             31:.t'...    .... ' The time-independent neutron transport equation,

.. - -'    ' which is obtained  from a conservation of neutrons  in

(7,8,9):
..', phase space, has the following form

X  .   9  N    (  7  ,  A. *E)      +      :Er  (2)AJ   (  Fl .  3£..e)

--1       --1

··     =   aE' 4·rL' 525(E'-'e, t-..£)N(r· sL.E)+S(P.Jt.E)
...

(1 -/)
,-    where

..a

-n- = unit direction vector,

V            . = gradient operator,

N- = neutron angular flux,

p              = spatial vector,

E              = energy,
.

= macroscopic t6tal cross section,
IT

Is (E'-- G..RS. oleolf macroscopic differential scattering
'f-

cross section for transfers from

*... f. .                                                energy  E'
to energy E range   dE

'
 '                              »                                            ;                          and    from direction to in

»'. element of solid angle

S              = external source strength.

'I-   1
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* -.                                                                                                                                     i

3  The left hand side of the above equation represents the

.'   net loss of neutrons  in a given· unit element of phase   

space tbrough convection ( the firs= ter=) and collisicn

: '· .,--, .„: - - (the second term) out of the given phase space, while

-  the right hand side of this equation represents the net

« -   gain of neutrons  from the external neutron source   ( the

.. fourth term) and of neutrons scattered into the element

of phase space from any other region of phase space (the

third term).

Here, equation (II-1) has also already implied

that:

1. the medium is homogeneous, i.e. the cross,
.·16· i

Aff·'·2 : sections are not functions of position, 1;
1':.  · ·

,

'75 :,v                           ,·                            2.     the total. cross .section    is.  not a function
1.,1.:..). L

of the individual directions, 1 or f, i.e. neither the

neutrons nor the target nuclei are polarized. .

For a plane source in a plane-symmetric system,

equation (II-1) is reduced to

314(X,B.S)F. - + ST(E,NIX".E)9X
4...

f ,           2               =  f aE' ast I.( E'-'E,w#-)N(x,pre') 1- 5(X.· ·E)

1                                      "r -1,
...

II- 2
I. ....., t.
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1

Here, x is the direction normal to the plane, F is the

t:-. cosine of the angular between the direction of neutron  

and x-direction, and Ww is the cosine of the scattering
, f.>
.'/.

angle in the laboratory system, or
't:.'.  ...

606       1. fL' (II- 3)

Now, define

F  C-4, )A,E)   =     aE'   jt  cks\l  IsCE'-D E.023 AICK,P,: €)   .
3.

(II- 4)
.

Then equation (II-2) becomes

DA
r  -  .* I.',  1 F+S (II- 5)

3X
"..

Equation (II-5) is the basic equation we will use in the

following sections.

/

„ C::
;,

..

r7

II- 3



II. 2. The Moments Method:
..,

··.            The moments method was developed by Spencer

and Fano and has been extensively applied to(10,11,12)
:

,.:  'the calculation of gamma ray penetration by Goldstein

(13)'  and Wilkins . This method expands the neutron angular

,·,    flux  into a series of angular and spatial moments.

Therefore, for any given moment, the neutron transport

equation can be reduced to a simplified equation with

only the energy as a variable. And the moments can thus

be evaluated numerically with high accuracy even where

the scattering phenomena are complicated functions of
20:

energy and angle . A complete derivation of the moments(3)

equation is given in References 4, 7 and 13.

To obtain the moments equation, one first

expands the neutron angular flux into a Legendre i

polynomial series as follows.

N(Kq,E) = 1_ - Nelx·5)P£(B)
r)   efti

1  AR
(II- 6)

,_ where

R (g, E) =  dJZ N (x,kA  E) p/CHA) (II- 7)

II- 4
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!

and PA is. the Legendre polynomial of the .(th order. By

operating with /4 SL If ('4)
on both side of equation (II-5)

and using the addition theorem for Legendre polynomial,

.. one. obtains

9+  /        a AIQ+I ( % ,8 2    +  .    3             3. Al,-i (X, E)                                                                            1t  EFT(E) 1\12(*,E)
29+1 ax .2-1 +1 ax                  i

FR (K, E)   +  S.e (X.5 ) (II- 8)

: ··.   where

.=.r....... F20<,E) =  ol.n. F(X,JA, E)(4(JA)

=   dE'Is.3.CE'-E)14£CA€)(II- 9)
4..                         .:.'. ...:

, I.    -
I. .. 21,9(E'-,g)   =   d -124  15(S<-4 E. 6.4.)4(w.)4...

(II-10)

   an.    S  Cx.  2,-e)   fp-CP,)5 2( * 'E,   =
(II-11)

.. and

42    CH,   E   )             %               0 .3<0
(II-12)

-

Now.define the spatial moments as

....f .
"

- r.. ·II- 5

'.
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* -

*I-     -           »
:„......i.

.. A...

. ,                                                                                                  „                                                                                                                                                                                         . AA...

i
FJn, 2 (E) = .-'

        4X     K   N,e  (X,5
) (II-13)

-le

Then by operating      -L    4  Kn   on both sides of equation .,

''..
n:J

P

(II-8), one obtains the· moments equation as follows.

·Er(E) Aln,9(E) - -et  I      14        CE)  -    re        Al     Ce)
il£+1 h-1, 3 0 1 .2.2 + I   Wh: e-,

=    fds'  2:spLE'-PE )6|g(E')  + Sn.,(E)
(II-14)

where

00
1

A                         S n,2  (E  ) ol K  K-  S/CK.E)
,.,                                               

n f  - 
(II-15)

and

(II-16).
N ",2  C S) 2.0 M <0 4 2 < O

Equation (II-14) represents a set of interlinked equations

in one variable, E. For problems involving only down-

                        scattering
and absorption,   this   set of equations  can  be

II- 6

'.



solved numerically by starting·at the N    moment at the

highest energy point   in the problem, at which the integral

term vanishes; all moments of interest are then calculated

at that energy point before proceeding to the next lower

energy point. The integral term is evaluated from the

values of the moments at the higher energy points assuming

some type of behavior for the variation of the moments

between the energy points.

Note that for a rigorous solution of Nn,£a

prior knowledge of only Nn-1,£-1'and Nn-1,2+1 is required.

For a particular energy in the problem, the momentsS.·

equations are solved in the diagonal sequence· as indicated

in Figure II-1. For the plane isotropic case, all
.,

moments whose sum of indice, n+Q, is odd or n <f have
(7)been shown to vanish . The order of solution is then

as shown in Figure II-2. The detailed consideration of

numerical calculation is given in.Reference 4.

.

·. 1.·- 
%   .

*/95....     ..
4.,  "

,.

".1.4
J. II- 7



Figure II-1: The Order of Solution of the Moments Equations

for a General Case.
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 Figure II-2: The Order of Solution of the Moments Equations

for a Plane Isotropic Case.L;
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II. 3. The Discrete Ordinates SN Method:

.„,-,.

The essential basis of the discrete-SN method

-  is· that the angular distribution of the neutron flux is
(8,14,

''„ "   ·  evaluated for a number of discrete angle variables
..

15,16) . By considering enough such discrete directions,
·4.   .... S' it is possible, in principle, to obtain a solution of

the transport equation to any desired degree of accuracy.

In the solution of practical problems by discrete
.-.

ordinates techniques, a discrete energy variable is

:,4    -   ·  . usually introduced, by means  of a multigroup approximation,
":... .

'..    '.'..

EL..... ' and a discrete space mesh is used for the spatial

':. .      t coordinates. Consequently,  all the· independent variables

, . - .                  of   the  time - independent neutron transport equation,
4,

: namely, space 7, direction fL and energy E are treated

· as discrete.

II. 3. 1. The Multigroup Equations:

The first step in the development of multigroup

equations is to divide the energy range in the problem

f         into a finite number of intervals,·say G, with arbitrary

width as shown in Figure II-3, where E is interval

; ;---.
.-
-.

, II-10
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.;I.

.''.

D

:K: '.  ,  ·         ·.-boundary,    g   =    0,1, ·2,     ....    G.and   Emin   =   EG   EG -1    '  '       El   EO=

I ' = E-  ; The next step is to integrate the energy dependent
max-

equation (II-5) over the group energy from E  to £8-1.

:':--4 + -: The equation for the gth· group takes the following form:       i
.'.*.....

14 32(*'2).+  ,/3#blic.,)   -   Fhcx.,)+  S'(A.'A)ex

(II-17)

n where

/ E,-1
N  '   c  X ,/u  j           = 1  E AlIX,t, a) (II-18)

J 68

S.1 --
f       c/6   2-; 65.) /1/( A.EY)    

   (II- 19)

\                 'ES-'

 1 <, )         |E
....

4...

(E34
Fv  cx:B)      = 1 ckE   F   C K,2.2   )' ,

(II-20)
' tr.                                                                        J E)

and

I '' 5-1
53(X,Al = J

*E  S (*.2.E) (II-21)
5

If F(x,)*,E) is expanded into a Legendre polynomial series

,as follows:

2 -2 +  1
F    c  x.p.  E ) .  '--4,7   +9(X,Ejf£(,4)   (II-22j

II-1



j

where Fi(x,E) is defined as in equation (II-9), then

f€3-'· -     2. D +  1

J sa 9   417
F ' c x,p )   = 1 d g 2. Fecx.E) fe<,»3

..., 9

=r-    2- *+  1 E,  -'

=   21       -  J de' 4,(A,E') .   elE z=, (ef-*e).2  4rl 9.
(II-23)

,-4'..     ..

If the integral over E' in equation (II-23) is expressed

as the sum of integrals over all energy groups. i.e.

. f E3'-1

,  ·    .           ·                  .    dE'-     Z J de, (II-24)
I .    1, Er

.,I r   .-   Equation (II-23) becomes
:...  I       . I

:.13.2- fwit .
158+

''.7. 5. x 2-E+ 1-   Z   j       olE'14/(X,f')    0 E irk''let--E),:                        .8
. f F       Lit )

4           477.3,     23'                                    9.'

'.:i:·. - 2.9+ 1        t-       -D'-"       i

2 21.  ls. R  /Jec*)
1 4-6  3

(II-25)

where

8                     (Saa
tie (x,   -    J  -  NL ('06,1 0(€ (II-26).

4G3

Fi-'             tia=
3'-9' Je),  dE' Ati(*.E'jjfads rg(·E'-Pe)

12
3,31

144/4   OlE' 6/1 Ot,E')
lea    .. (II-27)
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I

I The transport equation (II-17) becomes   '

a  Al   'c X.F ,>
r                                              +     4   4 2 (r. 2,        =      5   $ ' ( / ' 'BX

R.
''  . :'.: -     2.2+  1        --     _ 3'-42       8'

S                                            4 2. ·2--  2-5.2    de(X),.... "
1       4- 71          3'j..,5 .'

(II-28)

The multigroup equations (equation (II-28)) are coupled

to one another through the scattering term. This set of

equations derived is rigorous through the definitions of

group constants (equations (II-19) and (II-27)). The

approximations are first introduced in the evaluation

2       of these constants. The total and transfer cross sections

must be weighted by the angular flux and its Legendre

Pif '  .
41:.1.,1" components, respectively, according to their definitions.
.:.:1- K.....

.TA. .... However, neither the angular  flux  nor its Legendre

components are known before solving the transport equation.

Various weighting functions have to be selected to

approximate them.

II.   3.   2. The Discrete -SN Equations:

Consider equation (II-28) for a set of discrete

directions    p-),   m  =   1,2,    . . .   M;   if the integral   over .

ringle is evaluated by a numerical quadrature, i.e.

II-13
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2..:.

,+1
I *'.

2  Tr             d  y    Al  (K,/u.E  )  fe (2  )Al<x. E) Ill

, 1:..   *

2      X    277-  4)„,    d (A,».  E)   6  (A,  )
.,I

(II-29)4
.

'..

:                 where  the   4' s  are the quadrature weights,   and

....                                                      .      -          4'14                            /                                                                                                                   (I I  -30)

%4:t.  ' t'.                  O r

......i:..

7£   a Tr  LJ.  145( X,/l4 )  PE (/L'   ):2.                                                                                                                 41   (A)       2                   A„.'../ (II-31)
..l

''  .,

Then, equation (II-28) is approximated by

3  0 4 4/4 3 -3 *    2
JIAn' + 2- T N-lx./U' ) = 5 (K./ ,6,)ax

--22+1 -- 3,-/ 3     7,

.e 3, 'h
+ 7, 2-  2-  LO-  23,1    Af   (x,2.)  fe (/614 J

(II-32)

f   . :  This set. of M coupled differential equations can be

'i solved readily by finite   difference techniques  once  the

. ". ....,:t, boundary conditions and the characters of the problem

.are specified. Consider a set of spatial intervals as'

shown in Figure II-4, where T is the thickness of the

II-14
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b.  .. L  slab..The derivative term in equation (II-32) is then

approximated by finite difference, such as

a  3(K.,$43 14'b/KL, )A 3 - t,114*Lt, PA)
=

6, r.,fe.v*/ 0< i     -   '(6 -,
Z

(II-33)
..'.

Then'equation (II-32) is approximated by

       /j  3  C  K E   .    ,A<   3.-      4/  (   A  z  -4 /452 3 3. Z
: . 34 +    VE-r   t\J      ( P'M)

J                                             ... *C   -  ic-1

-3,43      3/' I=  2-12"  X  21  t.)M  2141    AJ    (24) fp ('1'-)
1    1      7,-

...:.
- a. z

./ + 6' C  P h.'>
(II-34)

'where N 'I(/50 is the g-th group neutron flux evaluated:t

- in the mid-point of interval I and in direction . Now,
/1 -

g/there are three unknowns, namely, N
cxi ,21), NB(xi.1,/0-)

and'NS'I(.A), in equation (II-34). One 6f them is, in

. fact, known, either from boundary condition or from

calculations in the adjoining intervals. For example, for

, 0 (the incoming direction), the commonly used "vacuum"

boundary condition means· that N8(xI'YO  = 0 for any g or
m. One other equation is required for use with equation

./ I
(II-34) to allow calculation of the unknown flux. Usually,

a relationship between those three unknowns is used, i.e.

St-.. II-15
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3 li

N  '(/A) = .f.   C   A *( Ke,  p-),  14 3(X -i/M-)) (II-35)·

i   ...

For example, the simple symmetric and arithmetic mean

··  I '  5.·
-r ·. 'relation as follows:

rj' (.AL.P,0+ 1\18(1'.-4.,Abo.*„..."e  ' 8.Z
-                                                            N        (24)                                                      2

(II-36)

is frequently used. Thus, one can solve equation (II-34).

Ordinarilly, iterations are performed since the scattering
i

„*'., term in equation (II-34) depends on the flux of the

particular energy group of interest through the in-

group scattering term.
I ..C.....

/1.

·-i·

6                                    U.,6

4
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Figure II-3: Division   6f the Energy Range.
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                                                              III.  Sodium  Cross  Section

III. 1. Introduction:

The transport of neutrons in a bulk medium

fundamentally depends upon the ways in which neutrons

interact with nuclei of the medium. The measure of those

interactions is termed cross sections. Therefore, it is

necessary and important to examine the cross sections

used in the transpOrt calculations.

»...
: -:  ...2    ':    . Natural sodium is monoisotopic,  that  is,   100  %

sodium 23. So only a pure sodium-23 medium was considered.4.
..

....

The new version Of the ENDF/B III cross section set of
(6)

sodium, Material Number 1156 , was chosen as the basic

set of sodium cross section for the neutron transport

calculations. The variations of cross sections with

ndutren energy, as stated in the ENDF/8 file, are shown

(20)
in Figures III-1 to III-3

I
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'. I :.. ./ III. 2. General Behavior of Sodium Cross Sections:

Sodium exhibits almost every type of neutron
'...  :...

1:.·   '.   :':-,   .cross-section   peculiarity,.which is possible   for   a   non -
AN i.    1    '

·'  fissionable   nucleus,   namely,    (n,n),    (n,n' ),    (n,y),    (n,ol),

,:            (n,p),    and   (n,2n),    in some energy range   or   another.

'.. Above 5 MeV the total cross section exhibits only minor

fluctuations about an average level of about 1.6 barns.

At the other end of the energy range, it is substantially
..l'.:

i" constant at about 3.2 barns below 200 KeV except at two

wide scattering resonances and for a few very narrow

absorption resonances of negligible significance. (The

resonance data and corresponding results of resonance
(21)

2         integral and non-escape probability calculations are

shown in Tables III-1 to III-3.) In the range from 200

KeV up to 5 MeV, the total cross section has large

fluctuations from between values of 1.2 barns and 8.3..

barns, with an average value of about.4.5 barns, which

is higher than that in any other region. There are a
.-

number of valleys in this region, particularly at 297

KeV, 521 KeV, 1.885 MeV and 3.075 MeV. Table III-4 shows

the location of dips and the values of the cross sections

at the minima. It is noted that only the one at 297 KeV

is the real minimum of the total cross section over the

III- 5
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0                             1....
'· ·  ·         ,,   4- entire energy range. However,     it    is very narrow.

Radiactive capture in sodium is very small........ I ,  '

.'1'» ·:·i ,.    except  at some absorption resonances-and at lowest
20.  t       . r     .       .
2%':.6 7...... energies. The absorption cross section is less than 1
..

' ''9' ·        .      millibarn  in the energy range above  10  KeV , and varies

.··'  ' · .: according  to  the  1/v law below  1 KeV with value rising

to about 0.1 barns at 1 eV.
:

'  Now let us examine the cross section behavior

in some detail, starting at the upper energy and

proceeding downward, just as the neutron does. Above

about 10 MeV the angular distribution-of elastic-.

../,  ' $
scattering is strongly peaked in the forward direction

.l:. (19)
as would be expected . The average cosine of the

scattering angle, ji, as shown in Figure III-3, is greater
.., .than 0.65. In this region a neutron suffering an elastic

':..

scattering loses, on the average, less than 3 % of its

energy. The average increase in lethargy per elastic

-

collsion,  T,   as a function of neutron energy is shown

in Figure III-4. A neutron with energy of 15 MeV, for

example, loses only about 336 KeV after an elastic   .._

collsion. But it is not likely to make many elastic

collisions. The elastic cross section is considerably

1
III- 6



         less than one half of the total cross section. Non-elastic

reactions dominate in this range. About 15 % of the non-

elastic cross section is true absorption chiefly via the

(n,p) and (n,0() reactions, and, of course, the (n,Y)

reaction although this is negligible in magnitude. Most

of the non-elastic reactions, however, produce one or

more secondary neutrons at considerably reduced neutron.

energy via (n,n') and (n,2n) reactions.

The energy range spanned by the secondary

neutrons is very wide with the highest energies resulting,

of course, from inelastic scattering to the lowest

-  possible,-excited   levels   df   the..target nuclei. There   are.

eighteen (18) discrete levels with the minimum threshold

energy of 470 KeV. Table III-5 shows the Q values and

relevant data for these levels. It is noted that all

inelastic reactions to discrete levels are considered

in the evaluation to drop to zero above about 10 MeV, as

shown  in Table III-5. This arise because above about 9

MeV of excitation the 1-evels are so closely spaced that

they are, in effect, considered as a continuum and

therefore give rise to a continuous spectrum of seconsary

neutrons. This continuous spectrum takes on the form of

(19)
a Maxwellian evaporation spectrum with a nuclear

-  III- 7  -          1
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(19)temperature     of the range from 1.65 MeV to 2.15 MeV.

At the highest incident energies another neutron

production reaction, (n,2n) reaction, is present. However,

this reaction is relatively less important for a fission

source than the inelastic scattering in view of its higher

threshold energy (12.95 MeV) and its lower cross section,

as   shown in Figure   III'-2. The secondary neutrons   from

the (n,2n) reaction are twice as numerous as those from

inelastic reactions, and have also a continuous spectrum

on the form of a Maxwellian distribution with a nuclear

temperature in the range between 0.1 MeV to 0.41 MeV.

Thus, for an incident neutron with energy of 15 MeV, the

spectrum of secondary neutrons stretches all the way from

about 14.7 MeV to low KeV region, with maximum in 0.41

MeV to 2.15 MeV range. Further, the spectrum is far from

smooth with many gaps in the higher energy portion.

A s    one   goes    down    in inc ident energy,    the    (n,2 n)

reaction drops out at about 13 MeV and the continuum

(n,n') reaction drops out at about 9 MeV. However, the

total non-elastic cross section stays about the same,

with all of the difference going into cross sections of

the relatively low-lying discrete levels. The spectrum

of. secondary neutrons, therefore, has a lot of spikes

III- 8
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6
and probably hardens as the incident energy decreases .

' -      from  9  MeV   to  3  MeV.

Below about 7 MeV, the (n,d) and (n,p) eross

sections begin to decrease rapidly although the total

inelastic cross section remains, on the average, nearly

constant at about 0.9 barns, as shown in Figure III-2.

These two reactions, (n,ol) and (n,p), drop out completely

at 4.04 MeV and 3.77 MeV, respectively. However, the

total inelastic cross section in this energy-range still

stays about the same. Since the general level of the

total cross section increases as the energy decreases,

the difference, namely the elastic cross section  also

increases.· Below 2 MeV the total cross section begins to

show increased structures. The fluctuation of the total

cross section increases as the energy decreases but

ceases at about  200 KeV. Below  2 MeV, inelastic scattering

«is reduced to that arising from.just one excited level

at 470 KeV, which reduces neutron energy not much more

than it is by elastic scattering. The chance of inelastic

scattering is also down, on the average to about 20 %

per collision. Thus, at lower energies elastic scattering

is the dominant slowing-down mechanism. Energy loss per

elastic collision is also considerably more effective,

-  III- 9  -
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as shown in Figure III-4. The reason, of course, is that

the angular distribution of elastic scattering , as

shown in .Figure III-3, is much less anisotropic than it

is at higher energies. The average cosine of the

scattering angle, S, as shown in Figure III-3, drops to

about 0.35 on the average. The average energy loss

therefore increases to about 5.8 % per collision. A 2.0

MeV neutron therefore loses about 100 KeV after an „·-

elastic collision, on the average.

The threshold for inelastic scattering is 470

KeV. Below that the only slowing-down mechanism is by

elastic scattering. Thus, the neutrons can survive many

collisions since absorption is still very small. By 200

KeV it becomes possible to resolve individual resonances.

The angular distribution for elastic scattering is

'completely isotropic in the center of mass system, and

the average loss of energy after elastic collision is

about 8.5 %.

Below 1 KeV, the total cross section is nearly

constant, and so is the elastic cross section. The

absorption increases according to the 1/v law as energy

r                               (19)decreases, as expected

-  III-10  -          1
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. Table III-1: Parameters of Sodiiim ENDF/B

I

Cross Section Evaluation.

Isotope . .
Sodium - 23

«Fractional Abundance 1.0

Lower Energy Limit   ( eV.) 600.0

Upper Energy Limit ( eV ) 1.50 x 105

Nuclear Spin 3/2

Spin Scattering Length ( A  ) 0.53

: ·       Spin Scattering Length ( A- ) 0.0

. Number of f States                                    2

-

-  III-11  -          i



Table III-2: Sodium Resonance Widths

INDEX f ENERGY    J      RESONANCE WIDTHS ( eV )

VALUE (ev) VALUE TOTAL NEUTRON RADIATION

1      0   2.850+3    1 410.47 410.0 0.47

2      0   1.147+5    2 13.72 11.0 2.72

3      1   7.530+3    1 1.512 O.012 1.50

4      1   3.540+4    3 1.62 0.86 0.76

5      1 5.300+4 2 1201.48 1200.0 1.48

6      1   1.295+5    3 1.874 0.374 1.50

7      1 1.391+5 2- 4.83 3.33 1.50

III-12



Table III-3: Resonance Lntegrals and Non-escape

.    Probability for Sodium Resonances.

INDEX RESONANCE ENERGY RESONSNCE NON-ESCAPE
I'' /6

(eV) INTEGRAL"(b) PROBABILITY-(%)

1             -2..850 E+03 1.175 "-2# 3.904 -0

2      1.147 E+05 2.822 -4 9.372 -2

3      7.530 E+03 9.324 -4 3.098 -1$

4      3.540 E+04 6,882 -4 2.287 -1

5      5.300 E+04 4.539 -4 1.508 -1

6      1.295 E+05 5.639 -5 4.755 -2

:7      1.391 E+05 1.556 -4 1.312 -1

*    At temperature of 1300' K.

#    1.175 -2 reads as 1.175 x 10-2.

$    Resonances which were ignored in moments calculations.

** Total non-escape probability =.4.866 %.

***  Absorption which was not considered in moments

calculations = 0.811 %.
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Table III-4: Sodium Cross Section Dips.

INDEX ENERGY TOTAL CROSS ELASTIC CROSS REMARK

(MeV) SECTION (barns) SECTION (barns)

-        1 3.075 1.5817 0.9767

2 1.885 1.72 -· 1.3257

3 0.521 1.96 1.9479 Widest

4 0.297 1.20 1.19933 Deepest

-  III-14  -
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Table III-5: Discrete Inelastic Levels for Sodium

INDEX Q VALUE MAXIMUM CROSS ENERGY AT WHICH ENERGY  *

(MeV) SECTION (b) MAX. OCCURS, MeV BOUNDARY,MeV

1 0.439 0.776 1.955 10.5

2 2.078 0.2275 3.925 10.0

3 2.393 0.09259 3.891 10.0

4 2.64 0.06817 3.925 10.05

5 2.705 0.09027 4.115 10.05

6 2.983 0.2747 3.277 10.5

7 3.68 0.054 6.20 10.0

8             · 3.88 0.1175 6.20 10.5

9 4.43 0.0489 5.38 10.0

10 4.77 0.0745 6.675 9.6

11 5.38 0.04375 8.65 12.0

12 5.53 0.02972 8.17 11.5

13 5.76 0.09 9.055 12.0

14 5.955 0.08 7.865 11.0 .

15 6.0785 0.08 7.865 11.0

16 6.27 0.07 8.65 11.0

17· 7.11 0.06 8.65 12.0

18 7.79 0.06 9.65 ··12.5

* Energy boundary above which discrete inelastic scattering

-.does not occur.
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III. 3. Cross Sections for Moments Calculations:

For moments calculations, the ENDF/B cross

(22)
sections were first processed with PROCENDF code

into a set of cross sections suitable as input to moments

code, BMT(4). There are about 2,100 point data for total

and elastic cross sections, respectively, in the ENDF/B

file. Because of the limitation of 700 data points in

the BMT code, these two sets of cross sections were

preselected before fitting into BMT code. Since the deep

penetration of neutrons is sensitive to the cross section

:  ·-used( 18) '.the selection was based  on the physical

characteristics of cross section. However, in view of

the necessity of quite lots of points to represent a

( 17)
resonance or a cross section minimum , some fine and

narrow resonances were smoothed out to reduce the number

of data points. Only wide resonances at energies of

./..
2.85 KeV and 53.0 KeV were taken into consideration.

The other five (5) narrow resonances were ignored. The

effect of this approximation results only'--in the beglect of

absorption less than 1 %, as shown in Table III-3. In

energy range of about 2 MeV to 3 MeV, some minor

fluctuations were also smoothed out.to reduce the number

of data points. The total and elastic cross sections

III-17



used for moments calculations are shown in Figures III-5

and III-6. To test the effect of this smoothing of cross

sections on the penetrating flux, several calculations

(cases in Category L, Appendix E,) with finer cross

section data, taking those narrow resonances and/or minor

fluctuations into consideration, were also performed.

They showed that the removal of these resonances and the

smoothing of the particular fluctuations have insignifi-

cant effect on the penetrating flux, qualitatively and

quantitatively.

=A The charged-particle reactions, (n,p) and (n,4)
I.

reactions, were treated as absorption, since we were not

interested in the secondary charged particles. The

neutron-production reaction, (n,2n) reaction, was also

treated as absorption due to the limitation of BMT code.

The effect of neglecting this reaction for a fission

source is very small since its threshold energy is so

high and its cross section is so low. In fact, the number

of source neutrons above the threshold is only 9.2x10-5.

It is surely an overestimate to assume that one half of
-5

them 'make (n,Zn) collisions. These 9.2x10 neutrons

come out. of the reaction with energies that can be

approximated by a fission source truncated below 0.542

III-18



l
. MeV (case 3-, cf. Appendix E). On this basis, and assuming

the (n,2n) secondary neutrons are born about 25 cm from

the source, it can be estimated that the (n,2n) secondary

-4
neutrons contribute 3.8x10 % to the Sm flux at 100 KeV.

The other cross sections remained the same as

they were in the ENDF/B-III file.

E

 
-III-19
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F
III. 4. Cross Sections for ANISN Calculations:

(5)For ANISN calculations, the ENDF/B cross

(23)
sections were processed with AMPX code into a set of

group averaged cross sections having a 78 group structure

with a P-3 approximation for the elastic scattering -

angular distribution. The 78 group set, whose structure

is shown in Table III-6, was tailored to the sodium

cross section characteristics. The weighting function

used in averaging the reaction cross sections was 1/EIT(E),

where ZT(E) was the total cross section at energy E. The

group averaged reaction cross sections are shown in

Table III-7. However, it is clear from this table that

this set of group structure did not represent the sodium

cross section structures very well, particularly in the

energy ranges of cross section minima and resonances.

For example, the averaged cross section in the group

contai·ned the  297 KeV minimum (Group 42)  was 2.31 barns,

while the point cross section at the bottom of this   

E':·                   · ·minimum  was 1.20 barns.   On the other  hand, the group

averaged cross section in the group contained the 53.0

KeV resonance.(Group 48) was 4.71 barns, while the point

cross section at the top of this resonance was 37.1 barns.

         Thus, results calculated with this Set of group structureIII-22
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have a large error in these energy rekions. However, as '.r .,
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will discussed in Chapter  Vi this has major effects  ·
1

,only in the regions of minima and resonances themselves,

but has minor effects on regions at other energies. Thus,
. 4.  I.

ths group structure  does not affect the integrated  ,  .

''.,.. pendtrating-flux qualitatively.

.
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.·                   All ANISN calculations performed were with3

S-16 angular quadrature and a distributed fission source

t at the orign Of the slabs.. The. direction cosihes and

their corresponding weights used. are..shown_in Table  III-8.

Among the ANISN calculations, only two of them will be

reported in this study. One is·the case with a Sm sodium

slab, and the other is the one with a 6m sodium slab.

·3.' Both cases were with a comparable spatial-interval
» ,

A..... division. The largest spatial interval in these divisions
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-Table III-8: Angular Quadrature for ANISN Calculations.
i·,·I   ·

C /

INDEX COS INE   (M ) WEIGHT Wt. X COSINE

'1 9.89401 -1 1:35762 -2. 1.34323 -2

4'                          2                      9.44574 -1 3.11267 -2 2.94015 -2

2  ·      3        8.65613 -1 4.75792 -2 4.11860 -2

4        7.55404 -1 6.23145 -2 4.70726 -2

5      6.17876 -1 7.47979 -2 4.62158 -2

6        4.58017 -1 8.45782 -2 3.87382 -2

7        2.81603 -1 9.13017 -2 2.57108 -2

8                9.50124 -2 9.47253 -2 9.00007 -3

9       -9.50124 -2 9.47253 -2 -9.00007 -3

10       -2.81603 -1 9.13017 -2 -2.57108 -2

-4.58107 -1 8.45782 ·-2 -3.87382 -2

· 12 -6.17876 -1 7.47979 -2 -4.62158 -2
./,f...

13       -7155404 -1 6.23145 -2 -4.70726 -2
8. . . .      .           ,....

,% ri   '::  14 -8.65631 -1 4.75792 -2 -4.11860 -2

// - 15 -9.44574 -1 3.11267 -2 -2.94015 -2

IA: 4'- :, ... ·- 16    ." .-9.89401 -1 1.35762 -2 -1.34323 -2
..

-1.00000 0.0 0.0

'.

.*A  I  ·'
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IV. Description of Transport Calculations

IV. 1. Methods and Assumptions:

Most of the transport calculations in this work

(4)
were made with the moments-method code BMT , typically

1

with a 496 point energy grid covering the range from 15

MeV  to  1. 02  eV.  More  than 100 cases of moments calculations

were   performed,    with   each   case ass igned an index number.

The index will be used to refer to a particular transport

calculation in the following discussions. Appendix·E gives

a complete list of the cases and a brief description of

special characteristics pertaining to each case. Only

those features different from the standard case (case 0),

·are listed.

The standard problem treated was neutron transport

in an infinite, homogeneous pure sodium-23.medium with

a plane i.sotropic fission neutron source. The energy

dependence of the fission source was approximated by Watt's

fission spectrum, where the fraction of neutrons emitted

with energi.es in the range from E to E + dE was given

by(32)

SCE·) dE = 0.48394 exp(-E) sinh(J-ZE) j  (IV-1)

6                                                                    -     I v-   1     -
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for  O i E 6 1 5  MeV. The spectrum  with the above parameters

235
closely approximates the experimental U fission

spectrum. The average energy of the fission neutrons .

found by integrating over the spectrum, viz.

rco
E =    E. S(E) dE (IV-2)

J0

is 1.98 MeV. On the other hand, the most probable neutron

energy, that is, the energy corresponding to the peak of

the S(E) curve is only about 0.72 MeV.

The atomic density of the sodium medium was

74  /3asiumed to.be 0:025 x 10   atoms cm  (equivalent to

0.954   grams/cm3.) This density was about   .1 % higher   than

the average density of the sodium samples used in Dhe

ORNL benchmark expermiment ( i.e. 0.945 grams/cm,  3.(2)),

The 1 % difference means anywhere up to 20 % difference

in flux at 5m. However, this quantitative difference in

flux does not change the pictures of the deep penetration

qualitatively.

B The basic cross section set used was that of

(6)
ENDF/B-III, MAT 1156 , around which more than hundred

odd variant sets were constructed by altering one or  ·:

-     IY-  2     -
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1

6
more cross section features. The general behavior of

sodium cross sections is discussed in Chapter  III.

A P-8 approximation for the elastic scattering

angular distribution in the center of mass system was

assumed for the input to the BMT code. The code

automatically calculated the transfer cross sections on

the basis os a P-5 approximation to the elastic

scattering kernel in the laboratory system. On the basis

(18)
of previous caleulations with other materials and

(40,41)
the studies for sodium , these approximations are

expected to affect the flux by no more than 1.%.

Since ENDF/B-III assumes that the inelastic

bcattering in sodium is isotropic in the laboratory

system, it was simplest to use the infinite mass approxi-

mation in calculations with the BMT code. However, this

approximation  is  not good enough · for levels with small

Q values where the inergy loss in the laboratory system

due to nuclear recoil can be comparable to Q. It is also

a poor approximation. for any Q value immediately near

the threshold where the effective nuclear mass (see

Reference 4) is much smaller than the actual mass.

         Therefore,

the infinite mass approximation is, atlleast,

-     I V-   3     -



not good for the lowest level in sodium, whose Q value

is  only  439  KeV, and especially near threshold.   To  test

the effect of this approximation, a set calculations for

the finite mass approximation assuming isotropy in the

center of mass system was also performed.

The 496 point energy grid used in the moments

calculations was not of fixed lethargy spacing; rather

the spacing from point to point was arbitary, depending

mainly on the variation 6f sodium cross section with

neutron energy. Basically, there were 3 to 4 energy points

selected for each collision interval. More closely-spaced

points were selected in energy ranges where the neutron

cross sections fluctuate relatively rapidly with energy,

particularly in ranges of cross section valleys and

resonances, since the deep-penetration flux is very

sensitive to the energy grid chosen in the vicinity of

(17)
cross section minima . Table IV-1 shows the distribution

of energy points through the whole energy range. As

discussed in the last Chapter, sodium cross sections are

relatively smooth in the highest and lowest portions. of

energy range of interest. Therefore, fewer energy points

were taken in these ranges, as shown in intervals 1 and

>
7 in Table IV-1. For the range from 5 MeV down to 0.2
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'      MeV, (a lethargy interval of 3.22) representing

approximately 20 % of the whole lethargy of interest,

there were 233 points, or about 47 % of the total number

of energy points.

The results obtained directly from moments

calculations are, of course, only the spatial moments

of the fluxes and not the fluxes themselves. Therefore,

reconstructions of the spatial flux distribution from

moments had to be performed. Reconstructed fluxes at

the distance of 5 meters from the source, which was of

.particular interest as discussed in Chapter  I,  were

studied throughout this work.

-  IV- 5  -
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6 Table IV-1: Distribution of Energy Grid

INTERVAL ENERGY RANGE LETHA RGY NO. OF ENERGY

( MeV ) RANGE PO INTS

1 15.0 5.0 1.10               30

2 5.0 3.0 0.51              54

3 3.0 1.0 1.10              90

4 1.0 0.5 0.69              48

5 0.5 0.3 0.51              18

6· 0.3 0.2 0.41              23

0.2 1.02-6 12.19             233

Total 15.0 - 1.02-6 16.51 496

r

L                                                                           Iv.   6
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IV. 2. Reconstruction of Spatial·Distribution from the

Spatial Moments:

In addition to the restriction to infinite

homogeneous media, the moments-method for solving the

neutron transport equation also has the drawback that it

provides only the spatial moments. of .the neutron flux and

not the neutron flux itself. However, a variety of

procedures, both old and new ,  are available for(7) (24)

reconstructing the spatial distribution of the flux from

moments. The ranges of the applicability of different

schemes for reconstruction are .strongly dependent upon

the physical characteristic of the flux to be reconstructed.
\

Therefore, the selection of methods for use should have

physical justification.

A number of different schemes were(7,12,25,26)

tried to reconstruct  the spatial distribution from the

set of moments obtained from the standard run (case 0).

Two of these methods were finally chosen for practical.

use because of better internal consistency and because

they accorded with the physical nature of the penetration

processes. One of the two methods was the biorthogonal

polynomial method to a Gaussian weight function,(7,12,25)

-  IV- 7  -



6 and the other was the simple exponential fitting method.

Suitable biorthogonal polynomials to the Gaussian weight

do not seem to have been reported in the literature

previously, and they were therefore constructed by what

(11,12)
is in principle a Gram-Schmidt procedure , as

detailed 'in Appendix A. Standard fitting procedures to

an exponential are reviewed in Appendix B. The former

method was applied to the energy range below 0.05 MeV

and the latter to the energy range above 0.05 MeV.

As will be shown below, in Section V-2, the

         conditions for the
age theory approximation are fairly-

well satisfied below 50 KeV, and the spatial distribution

of the flux is to a first crude approximation given by a

Gaussian. The product of a Gaussian and a polynomial in

distance should therefore describe the spatial distribution

quite closely. The most elegant and straight forward way
3.'

of finding the polynomial which fits the'calculated even

spatial moments is to use a biorthogonal polynomial

expansion with a Gaussian weight..The rapid convergence

'· :       of this expansion in the reconstructed flux proves this

choice to be correct.

On the other hand, the fluxes at higher energies

1
-  IV- 8  -
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(8,9,19)are expected to be asymptotically exponential

In this case, the moment ratio function, defined as

(E)N
2n+2,0

R  (E)                                (IV-3)2n

N2n,0(E)

(43)where  n is integer,   can 'be shown to be related to

the square Of the average relaxation length of the flux,

which is the average distance over which the flux decays

a factor of e. (A brief derivation is shown in Appendix

B.) Thus, the quantity  R2n(E) viewed as a function of

index n gives a fair representation of the local relaxa-

tion length of the flux as a function of distance. The

information contained in such a curve ( R2nCE) vs. n),
(43)

called the "signature" curve of the flux at energy E

gives a clue of whether the flux approaches its asymptotic

value, and the ratios of moments of higher order give

the approximate value of the local relaxation length.

Figure IV-]. shows soine examples of the signature curves

as taken from the calculation of the'stalidard·case in

sodiwn. (case  0).  It is clear  from this figure  that  the

fluxes at these energies (5.0, 2.13 and 0.1 MeV) very·

           rapidly approach an asymptotic exponential with a

L -  IV- 9  -
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relaxation length of about 28 cm. For these signature

cutves, the rapid approach  to a constant value implies ·                              ·

that the relaxation length of the deeply penetrating

flux does not change significantly in the region of ·

(43)
space contributing to the higher moments . It confirms

the asymptotic simple exponential character of the deeply

penetrating flux. Thus, from this information we can

successfully reconstruct the local flux (i.e. in the

neighborhood of 5m) by the simple exponential fitting

method. Appendix B gives more complete details.

The reconstructed energy spectrum of the

neutron scalar flux at 5m for case 0 is shown in Figure

IV - 21. The high energy portion of this curve was obtained

by reconstructing the spatial moments with the simple

exponential fitting method, while the lower energy

portion was redonstructed by the biothogonal polynomial

method to a Gaussian weight function. In the overlapping

region, around   50   KeV,    of   the   two rec onstructing schemes,

the difference in the reconstructed flux is within 3 %.

In Figure IV-3, a corresponding spectrum of the Sm flux

(40)
obtained by a ANISN calculation for a 6m sodium slab

in which case the edge effect on the flux at Sm is

negligible, is also shown. In this case, the calculation

-      [V - 10      -
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I.
          was made with a 78-group cross sections, processed by

(23)the AMPX code , as discussed in Section III-4. The

difference between these two spectra is within 10 %

except in regions of cross section minima and resonances.

In these regions, the difference between these two spectra

is substantially large, since the 78-group structure does

not represent the cross section characters in these

regions very well. The group average cross sections in

regions of the minima are overestimated. As a result,

the 5m flux at the energies of cross section minima is

calculated by ANISN to be lower than that obtained by

the moments calculation by a factor more than 10,

4           especially at the 297 KeV minimum, since the deep

penetrating flux is very sensitive to the cross section

of the minima . Similarly, the Sm flux in the 53(17,18)

KeV resonance region obtained by ANISN calculation is

higher than that obtained by the moments method by a

factor more than 10. In regions immediately below the

cross section minima, the difference of these two spectra

is also a little higher than that at other energies due

to the incorrect group cross section at the minima,

which reduces the buildup of the penetrating  flux at

energies just below the minima. Overall, however, the

agreement of the reconstructed flux to that calculated

IV-11
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by ANISN is very good.

.:V                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       '
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IV. 3. Validity of the Application of the Infinite              '

Medium Conclusions to the Finite Slab:

One of'the restrictions of using the moments

method for solving the neutron transport equation is

that it can only perform infinite medium calculations.

Thus, the conclusions gathered from the moments
.-·

calculations, as will be discussed in the next Chapter,

primarily apply only to an infinite medium case. However,

if the leakage effect due to the presence of the boundary

of. the medium considered in the spectrum of the flux in

a finite slab is local, i.e. the leakage of neutrons

frod the boundary does not affect the neutron penetration

\

processes in the distances far from the boundary of the

medium, the infinite-medium theory of neutron penetration

could be extended and applied to the finite slab. To

investigate the validity of the application of the

infinite-medium conclusions to the finite slabs in sodium

case, an examination of the difference of the spatial

distribution of the penetrating flux between an infinite

medium case and a finite slab case is necessary.

Two Anisn calculations were made. One was for

a Sm slab, the.other was for a 6m slab. Both cases used

I

- IV-16 -
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the same cross section set and other parameters. At the

5m distance in the 6m slab, the leakage effects are . :

. negligibly small, and the flux at this point can be taken

as representive of the infinite medium case. The flux
. '. at 5m in the two siabs was then compared to see the

effect of the boundary leakage on the spectrum of the

5m flux. Table IV-2 shows this comparison· at some energy

groups. This comparison indicates that the leakage  -

effect at high energy group are very small, however, the

effect accumulates to the lower energy groups. At group

9 (from 4.97 MeV to 5.22 MeV), for example, the difference

of the ' 5m flux 'in these two cases is less than 10 %, while
         at grou4-76 (from 0.834 eV to 1.13 eV), the difference

is a factor of more than 2.5.

..
...

e. Ir.„.
)'...

But comparison of the spatial distribution of

these two calculations show that the edge effect is a

local phenemenon. Table IV-3 to Table IV-6 show this

comparison at some energy groups. It is clear from these

· tables that the fluxes in the two slabs do not differ

substantial]y for all points more than 50 cm from the

boundary. Thus, the neutron penetration mechanisms.are

 · ·       not affected by the boundary except at distances very
:.

close to the boundary. And therefore, the infinite

1                                                                                    -      „ -1 7      -

1 '
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medium theory of the neutron penetration in sodium can

be applied to thick finite slabs. Naturally, one would

expect that when the slabs are thin (lm or less), and

the leakage becomes large, that there would be qualitative

differences in the mechanisms that determine the spectra

in the infinit6 and finite media respectively. Some

evidence for the importance of the leakage phenomena-in

(41)
. thin slabs has recently been found
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Table IV-2: Comparison  of the Sm fluxes in a 5m and a 6m

slabs.

GROUP ENERGY RANGE FLUX FLUX

( eV ) (6m SLAB) (5m SLAB)

1.12 -11 1.08 -111         1.28+7-1.42+7

9 4.97+6-5.22+6 2.78 -10 2.41 -10

15 3.87+6-4.07+6 3.80 -10 3.06 -10

30 9.07+5-1.11+6 1.08 -08 6.40 -09

36 4.98+5-5.10+5 4.60 -09 3.02 -09

46 1.11+5-1.58+5 1.87 -07 9.24 -08

62 
9.61+2-1.51+3 1.74 -06 7.07 -07

66 1 1.01+2-1.67+2 2.47 -05 1.18 -05

76 8.34-1-1.13-0 1.72 -04 ...    6.7 2    -0 5

+07
* 1.42+7 reads 1.42 x 10

-  IV-19  -
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Table IV-3: Comparisan ' of the Spatial Distribution  of

the Flux in a 5m Sodium Slab to that in a

6m Sodium Slab.(Group 15: 3.87 - 4.07 MeV)

.

DITANCE FLUX IN A 6m SLAB FLUX IN A Sm SLAB

( cm )
(n/em2/Sdc/Rroup)< (n/cm2/sec/group)

1.5 1.4690 E -01 1.4690 E -01

50.0 8.5520 E -03 8.5520 E -03

102.0 1.0288 E -03 1.0288 E -03

150.0 1.5850 E -04 1.5850 E -04

202.0 2.1692 E -05 2.1691 E -05

250.0 3.5376 E -06 3.5376 E -06

302.0 5.0559 E -07 5.0559 E -07

350.0 8.5206 E -08 8.5205 E -08

402.0 1.2563 E -08 1.2562 E -08

450.0 2.1727 E -09 2.1676 E -09

462.0 1.4035 E -09 1.3950 E -09

474.0 9.0728 E -10 8.9248 E -10

482.0 6.7855 E -10 6.5655 E -10

486.0 5.8687 E -10 5.5597 E -10

490.0 5.0761 E -10 4.8333 E -10

498.0 3.7985 E -10 3.0628 E -10
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Table IV-4: Comparison  of the Spatial Distribution of

the Flux in a 5m Sodium Slab to that in a

6m Sodium Slab. (Group 30: 0.907-1.11MeV)

..'."

'  . DISTANCE FLUX IN A 6m SLAB FLUX IN A 5m SLAB

( cm )
(n/cm2/sec/group) (n/cm2/sec/proup)

1.5 1.3518 E -00 1.3518 E -00

50.0 1.9362 E -01 1.9362 E -01

102.0 2.9569 E -02 2.9569 E -02

150.0 5.0226 E -03 5.0226 E -03

202.0 7.1845 E -04 7.1844 E -04

250.0 1.1812 E -04 1.1812 E -04

302.0 1.6658 E -05 1.6658 E -05

350.0 2.7361 E -06 2.7361 E -06

402.0 3.8865 E -07 3.8860 E -07

450.0 6.4592 E -08 6.4224·E -08

462.0 4.1292 E -08 4.0662 E -08

474.0 2.6410 E -08 2.5316 E -08

482.0 1.9611 E -08 1.8006 E -08

486.0 1.6900 E -08 1.4940 E -08

490.0 1.4565 E -08 1.2478 E -08

498.0 1.0821 E -08 6.3974 E -09

1                      „-„
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Table IV-5: Comparison.. of the Spatial Distribution of

the Flux in a 5m Sodium Slab to that in a

6m Sodium Slab. (Group 46: 111 - 158 KeV)

DISTANCE FLUX IN A 6m SLAB FLUX IN A Sm SLAB

( cm ) (n/cm2/sec/Rroup)      '    (n/cm2/sec/Rroup)

1.5 2.5214 E -00 2.5214 E -00

50.0 1.1634 E -00 1.1634 E -00

102.0 2.8957 E -01 2.8957 E -01

150.0 6.3080 E -02 6.3080 E -02

202.0 1.0578 E -02 1.0578 E -02

250.0 1.8972 E -03 1.8972 E -03

, 302.0 2.8231 E -04 2.8231 E -04

350.0 4.7543 E -05 4.7543 E -05

402.0 6.8156 E -06 6.8141 E -06

450.0 1.1296 E -06 1.1180 E  -06

462.0 7.2067 E -07 7.0172 E -07

474.0 4.5983 E -07 4.2893 E -07

482.0 3.4083 E -07 2.9798 E -07

486.0. 2.9343 E -07 2.4288 E -07

490.0 2.5263 E -07 1.9862.E -07

498.0 1.8727 E -07 9.2381 E -08

-  I.-,2  -                                 1



Table IV-6: Comparison  of the Spatial Distribution of

the Flux in a 5m Sodium Slab to that in a .

6m Sodium Slab. (Group 76: 0.834 - 1.13 eV)

DISTANCE FLUX IN A 6m SLAB FLUX IN A 5m SLAB

, 2 ,       2

( cm ) (n/cm /sec/group) (n/cm /sec/group)

1.5 4.4807 E -01 4.4807-E -01

50.0 4.0584 E -01 4.0584 E -01

102.0 2.9818 E -01 2.9818 E -01

150.0 1.8840 E -01 ' 1.8840 E -01

202.0 9.6458 E -02 9.6458 E -02

250.0 4.5104 E -02 4.5104 E -02

302.0 1.7281 E -02 1.7281 E -02

350.0 6.3825 E -03 . 6.3812 E -03

402.0 1.9534 E -03 1.9475 E -03

450.0 6.0213 E -04 5.7726 E -04

462.0 4.4268 E -04 4.0875 E -04

474.0 3.2445 E -04 2.7664 E -04

482.0 2.6310 E -04 2.0294 E -04

486.0 2.3675 E -04 1.6916 E -04

490.0 2.1293 E -04 1.4073 E -04

498.0 1.7198 E -04 6.7162 E -05

- I.- 23 -
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V. Results of Transport Calculations

V. 1. Summary of Analysis of Transport Calculations:

In the course of this study, more than 100

separate moments calculations were performed. Each case

was specially designed to elucidate and support one or

more  points  in our theory of penetration mechanisms.  .In

this study, not all parts of the spectrum are of equal
\

interest. We have concentrated on two energy regions of

particular importance. One is the part below 1 KeV which

contains most of the integrated flux and contributes

almost all response of low energy detectors, e.g.
(2)

unmodified Bonner ball detectors . The .other is the

region from about 100 KeV to 600 KeV, which is the most

important region for subsequent penetration into iron
(39) (39)

in LMFBR designs and for neutron biological dose

In describing the transport mechanisms responsible for

these and other portions of the spectrum the term

"dominate" or "dominance"  will be frequently used,  but

in a very specific technical. meaning. A particular cross

section phenomenon or energy range is said to "dominate"

the flux in some part of the spectrum, when the magnitude

detennined by the cross sections in the given range or

of the flux and its spatial behavior is almost completely

-  V- 1
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        the specific phenomenon, to the exclusion of almost all

other cross section behaviors.

The conclusions or theorems gathered from these

moments calculations may be summarized as follows:

CONCLUSION 1: Below 1 KeV the spectrum of the

5m flux is in rough, but not exact, agreement with t e

. predictions of age theory.

CONCLUSION 2: At all energies below about

200 KeV the age-like behavior is in convolution with an

approximately exponential component with an asymptotic

relaxation length of about 28 cm.

CONCLUSION 3: The approximate exponential

behavior, characterized by a relaxation length of about

28 cm, is a high energy penetration phenomenon, present

up to highest energies tn the flux spectrum arising from

a full fission source.

CONCLUSION 4: The cross section minima in the

sodium cross section provide one source of this high

-   V-  2    -



D
energy exponential behavior, but there are others of nearly           ;

equal importance from high energies. However, the 297 KeV

'        minimum, which is the deepest, is on verge of being the               ;

dominant feature for the flux in 50 to 250 KeV range.

.

' .

The next three conclusions relate to the region

above 5 Mev where the low level of the average total cross

section (relative to other energy regions) and the marked

forwardly peaked. anisotropy of elastic scattering provides

conditions for easy penetrations. These conclusions

summarize the studies undertaken to assess the relative

importance of this energy region to the detected flux

'.      below about 600 KeV.

CONCLUSION 5: The source region above about 4 MeV

contributes a disproportionate share of the 5m flux in 100
.

to 600 KeV region. This behavior is independent of the

presence of cross section minima.

.

CONCLUSION 6: Source neutrons born above about
'. 4

5 MeV penetrate more easily than total source, but do not

dominate the 5m flux below 600 KeV. At increasingly larger

distances this may how.ever become the dominant.source

energy range.

V- 3  -



CONCLUSION 7: The above energy range can be made

to be dominant at 5m but only by large changes in cross

sections.

CONCLUSION 8: Even without any source neutrons

above 5 MeV, flux still builds-up so as to have an

asymptotic relaxation length of about 28 cm.

CONCLUSION 9: The high energy transport mechanism,

outside of the local effects of the cross section minima,

is  a multiple-scattering buildup of scattered neutrons,

distinct on the one hand from age-theory transport and on

the other hand from transport dominated by a particular

cross section phenomenon such as a deep minimum. It possesses

the following characteristics:

a. Neutrons contributing to the 5m flux have

undergone many scatterings, the order of 30 to 40 collisions

for the 100 to 200 Kev region.

b. It differs from age theory in that spatial

behavior is not Gaussian but closer to exponential.

c. The transport process is spread out over the

entire energy range. No one energy region contributes the

bulk of the spatial transport for flux in. the 100 to. 600

KeV range

V- 4
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d.. Inelastic scattering, at all energies where

significant, decreases the penetrating flux, because it.

increases the rate of slowing down and decreases the
-

'
< 1.. forward transport, relative to elastic scattering.

...

e. Anisotropy of elastic scattering, at all

energies, increases the penetrating flux, because it,r

increases forward transport and.  decreases rate of slowing
81.56WA# toffi·tive ·to 106·tropia 6lastl6 seat boring, but j.tis 91.4 1

solely a transport cross section correction.

The supporting evidences for the above conclusions

are presented and discussed in detail in the following

sections.

"

,-
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V.    2.      CONCLUS ION 1: Below   1   KeV the Spectrum   of   the   5m

Flux is in Rough, but not Exact,

Agreement with the Predictions of

Age Theory.

As shown in Figure IV-2, the energy spectrum

of the 5m flux is-very soft in the low energy range. .It

can be estimated from this plot that in the region below

1 KeV the spectrum of the 5m flux per unit lethargy

behaves roughly like 1/E. This is a very unusual behavior

for neutron deep penetration.·For most materials encountered

'in   shielding, for ·example, iron, water, carbon, concrete

etc.  the   low   energy   end   of   the spectrlim rapid ly reaches

an equilibrium form. Further, this equilibrium spectrum

is usually si.milar to the infinite medium spectrum, i.e.

for constant cross section,,constant in-:flux,·per.,udit

lethargy. For example, Figure *-1  shows the flux spectrum

per unit lethargy for a point isotropic fission source

(29)
at the center of a 5ni-radius sphere of carbon , where

the cross section at low energies is also constant. Here

the flux spectrum per unit lethargy is nearly constant,

-- over a range in energy of a factor of 10 the spectrum

changes by a factor of about 1.39. By contrast,.the flux"

7
- V- 6 -
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spectrum per unit. lethargy in the sodium case shown in

Figure IV-2, changes a factor of 6.15 over the same range

in energy (from 100 LV to 1 KeV)1

A glance at the total cross section for sodium

(Figure II-5) shows that except for interruptions by two

strong scattering resonances at 2.85 KeV and 53.0 KeV the

total·cross section is nearly flat from 190 KeV down to

1 eV. Even omitting the intervals of the resonances,

where the cross sections are so high that no appreciable

transport occurs, there is a lethargy range of about 10

over which the total cross section is constant, the                .·

scattering is isotropic in the center of mass system,

and the absorption is small except at the lowest energies.

Since the average lethargy increa&e per collision in

sodium is only 0.0853, under these circumstances, the
(8,26,44)

assumptions of age theory are nearly as well

satisfied in this region as one could expect to find in

nature.

It is natural, therefore, to examine, as the

lowest approximati.on, what Fermi age theory predicts for

the low energy spectrum. On this theory, the slowing-down

-  V- 7  -
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'
density, which is proportional to the flux per lethargy

under the condition of constant cross section, is given

for a plane isotropic monoenergetic source by

9                            X2

q(X,u) = 14'N(x,u) =    S    e-  4 r (  3-.1)
/1 1 JGF

where  q(x,u) = the slowing-down density.

N(x,u) = the scalar flux.

S      = the external source strength.

I     = the Fermi.age, given by:

I  i   CU accl
1       r („,  °   3 rs ZT C 1- 96) ( -V-.-2)
\

,

with JAO = the average cosine of the scattering angle.

3     = the.average lethargy increase per collision.

Here, equation .V-2 is based on the assumption of no

absorption. In equati.on .V- 1,the lethargy dependence

of the spectrum is contained in Z , principally in the

exponential. Since Z increases with lethargy , then at
.'

a fixed distance, x, the exponent decreases, and the flux

can be expected to increase with lethargy, in agreement

with observations. Quantitatively, if N(x,u) were to

         behave like
, 4 .'1 V--8
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Noc (V-3)n
E

then n would be given by

d ln N d ln N
n= (  V-.4)

d ln E d u

If we apply this formula to the age theory prediction

for  N, we obtain a formula  for the effective  "n"  as  a

function of the spectrum energy

2x      l dr
·n = C - 35 ) - ( V- 5)

4r r  d u

Now, we need to evalue the Fermi age for a fission source

in sodium. If Fermi age theory were correct the ratio of

the second spatial moment to the zeroth spatial moment

should be exactly the Fermi age. In any case, in the

region of constant cross section,  r  should  be a linear

function of lethargy,   so  that  d E/ du should be constant.

Figure .V-2 shows the ratios of the second spatial moment

to the zeroth moment as a function of energy as calculated

by the moments method for the sodium medium. It is clear

that except for the regions of.the two resonances E is

indeed a linear function of u at lower energies, with a

-
V- 9



slope about 650 em2/lethargy, which agrees with elementary

predictions by equation  V-2. Using the data of Figure V-2,

64uation V-5 predicts. that th€ flux sp6etrum  ·per unit. lethargy

behaves like 1/E rough·ly'arouyid  1.; 6  eV.and  falls:·off- more0.8

steeply at higher energies. Thus the age theory predicts

a spectrum that rises even more rapidly with decreasing

energy than is observed, i.e. a very soft spectrum.

In Figure  V-3, the calculated spatial

distribution of the flux at 2.05 eV is plotted relative

to the Gaussian predicted by age theory using the age

taken from Figure  V-2. If the Gaussian age theory

prediction were correct the plot would be a straight

I·        horizontal line. The first impression is that the age

theory prediction is remarkable good --- Out to 5m the

deviation from the Gaussian never amounts to more than

a factor of 2.6, although the flux itself falls by 4

decades in that distance. The second impression is that

the  deviations from age theory are clearly significant.

Since the abscissa is the square of the distance, if there

had simply been an error in choosing the age the plot

would have been a straight line. Obviously there are non-

nagligible: departures from the Gaussian even at this

low energy.

1
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The quantitative differences might possibly be

explained by the effects of absorption, the nature·of the

effective source, and, of course, by breakdowns in age

theory, which will be discussed in the next section.

But clearly· the nature of the low energy spectrum in

sodium at deep penetrations qualitatively agrees with

what age theory predicts.
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V..3:. CONCLUSION 2: At All Energies Below about 200 KeV

the Age-like Behavior is in Convolution

with an Approximately Exponential

Component with an Asymptotic Relaxation

,.                              Length of abou
t 28 cm.

The age theory thus .can -b :.i#decessfully-applied  to

sodium case to predict the behaviors of the energy spectrum

of the penetrating flux in the low energy end qualitatively,

as discussed in.the last section. A question then naturally

arises: Why do the other materials behave the way they

do? Why do they have a spectrum shape nearly constant in

lethargy and nearly independent of distance? The situation

in these materials is actually well known and has been

(17,30,31)
extensively studied . Where the spectrum exhibits

an equilibrium low energy shape, the cross section at high

energies characteristically has one or more deep minima

going to well below the average level of the cross section.

These minima most often arise from destructive interference

between a resonance and the potential scattering. Sometimes

the minimum is a broad dip arising in the course of the

long range behavior of the cross section. In any case,

the region of the cross section minimum provides a favorable

          route of easy penetration through large distances, and the
-   V-15.  --
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rest of the slowing-down process occurs in the immediate

vicinity of the detector. The apparent spectrum at the

detection point is then roughly the same as would be seen

in the vicinity of the original source, i.e. the infinite

medium spectrum. The variation with.distance, however,

is not given by the random-walk of the Gaussian, but by

the unscattered flight  down the minimum;   i.e.   roughly

an exponential.

One can give a semi-quantitative form to this

picture by considering the spectrum as determined by the

                 convolution  of
two transport kernels;  one an exponential

representing travel at the energy of the minimum, the

other an age-theory Gaussian describing the rest of the

slowing down ·and transport process:

/"O  •ix't  - (x-x')2
N   (x.   U  )     ,-    -f-             e-Ke           *  c     d x'           C    ·V -6)FirE tog

The relaxation length X at the minimum should be nearly

the same as the mean-free-path, 1/Ir , if the minimum

is so narrow that any scattering throws the neutron out

of the minimum. If )4 is sufficiently large that, for

positive x,

7 4 >> ZE ( V-7 )

'
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then the contribution in Equation (V-6)' for x' negative

is so small..that.the.absolute sign on x' can be neglected

and the integral may be approximated by

N(x,u) -+ A exp(r/42) exp( -x/4)  C V- 8)
X>0

Thus, under these conditions, the flux falls off

exponentially with the felaxation length )4, and the

dependence   on u occurs   on ly through w/2 factor,   so

that

d ln N -1- d r (IV- 9)

d u Al   d u

whidh is usually quite small. At the other extreme, if ris

so large that

X>\ <f< 2. r (  .V-1 0)

then the effect of the added path at the minimum can be

easily shown to be negligible. Equation ( V -6)  can be

rewritten as

,2
A  . (*° _ .1 x -*,1   x

N (x, u  )  ..-   .          .-  1     e  .    -      e- -EZ-ix'(. v- 11)SX iFZ 1+©

Under the assumptions of equation (V-la)' the variable
x' in the Gaussian can be replaced by x.and the integral       

can be approximated by

V·117'
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2Az - _Xe
Nix,u) -,           e *tz (.V-12)

J 4-K L

Thus the model qualitatively covers both forms of behaviors

that of the low energy spectrum in sodium on the one hand

and in iron, carbon etc. on the other hand.

The question arises: Is the low energy spectrum

of sodium also characterized by a convolution of kernels

or is it an example of a "pure" age-diffusion? To answer

this queation, we have to examine the penetrating flux

in the sodium case in more detailed manner and at various

energies.

First let us examine an idealized sodium with

constant cross section, isotropic elastic sqattering and

no absorption, and for a monoenergetic source, which is

the situation providing the closest approximation to the

age theory that could be found in a material of the same

mass as sodium (Case CXZ). In this case, there should be

no exponential penetration mechanism present, since the

cross section is constant. Thus if the age theory were

true, the spatial moments of the scalar flux, which would

be a pure Gaussian, would be given by

1                                                                                .      -      , -1 8;    - -
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1

6
n

Z             (''V-13)N2n,0  =   A. n'

Therefore, the plot of (N /N- 0)/(En/nt)
against the

2n,0  U,

index n  will lie along a horizohtal: line .with  a.:value  of

unity, if the spatial dependence of the flux is purely

Gaussian. Curve in Figure EV-4 shows sdch a plot for the

idealized sodium at a lethargy of 10.2 from the source

energy (case CX2). It can be seen that the deviations

from the Gaussian are substantial. When the cross sections

are scaled up to be comparable to the flat region in real

sodium, it can be shown that the true flux in this case

at 5m is about 2  times that predicted by age theory.

Therefore, even in the best 6f the cases, age theory can

not be used quantitatively for deep penetration in the

shield. Nonetheless, this curve gives some idea of the

deviation expected from the Gaussian spatial dependence

in sodium for a "pure" age-di-ffusion mechanism. Curve B

in Figure  IV-4 is a similar plot for actual sodium at an

energy of 1.02 eV, which corresponds to about the same

stretch of constant cross section  as · in the previous

idealized case. It is clear that the deviations are larger,

perhaps signalling the existence of a non-age diffusion

penetration which is just try to show itself.

-· V-19 -



One may also argue that the deviations from

the idealized sodium case are due to the effects of

absorption at low energies and the fact the source here

is not monoenergetic but is a fission source. To test

the effect Of the absorption at low energies on the

deviations  from· the idealized sodium  case, the standard

problem was rerun with nothing changed but with the

absorption below 10 KeV set to zero (case ONC). The

ratios of (N /N. 0)/(rn/nl) at 1.02 eV
of these two

2n,0  u,

cases (Cases 0 and ONC) are shown in Table V-1 for

comparison. It is clear from this table that the absorption

          at low energies has little effect on the ratio (N2n,0
1

No,6)/(rn/nt). Thus, the absorption at low energies is

not the factor making the deviations of the spatial
..

distribution of the penetrating flux in sodium from the

Gaussian function larger than that in the i.dealized

sodium. Next, consider a set of monoenergetic sources.

Then. the slowing down density from this set of sources

is given by
S. --I ---1--

X£

q(x,u)   1  ZI   N(x,u)    =      Z               1-              e     4 Cu
0        jt Tr  Zi (a)

(V-14)

where Si is the source strength of the i th monoenergetic

source and Ei(u) is the age at lethargy u due to the i th

source. The spatial moments for the same flux are given by

- V-20  -



n, i
7. CU,/

N            (u)   = *A i·S i·      -
1 (V-15) .

2n,0               nt0

where A. is the normalization factor for the ith source.
1

Now, if one breaks the energy range of the fission source

into a set of energy intervals, and consider approximately

the,partial fission source in each enetgy interval as a

monoenergetic source, then ftom the calculations with

" this set of partial fission sources (cases in Category A,

Appendix E), one has

i   ,

I. (u) = N2,0(u) (V-16)
1

NO,0(u)

Thus, one can calculate, according to equation (V-15),

approximately the spatial moments. from a fission source

predicted by age theory. The ratios of the normalized

moments (N /N.  ) calculated in case 0 to that calculated
2n,0  u,0

according to equation (V-15) are shown in Curve C in

Figure V-5. Curves A and B in this figure are the same as

in Figure V-4, since (N /N- -)/(Nage /Nage) is equivalent
2n,0 u,u 2n,0  0,0'

to (N /No A)/(En/n:) in these two cases. It i.s clear
2n,0  u,u

that, at least, in the distance of interest, the deviations

from the i.clealized sodium are still very large. This shows

the  existence  of some other penetration mechanisms.

- V-21  -
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In order to show the existence of exponential

penetration mechanism in the sodium case more explicitly,

we examine the ratios of successive spatial even moments

in another way. According to equatiod i (V-121, if the

spatial dependence of the ·scalar flux were pure Gaussian,

the ratio of successive even moments could be written

N        .(u)             n2n-2,u ( 'V-17 )
N (u)  r

r 2n,0

Suppose the spatial dependence of the flux were purely

          exponential, i.e.

\

\

NO(x,u) - A. exp(-Ix//A) (.V-18 )

with resultant even moments

2n+1
N           ·   (u)       -     2A k (,'V -19  ,)
2n,0

The corresponding ratio of moments would then be

N      (u)   =    12n-2,0 (    V.-20    )

N 2n,0 (u)         X 

Thus,if we plot the ratio N2n-2,0/NZn,0 against the index

V-22



I.
n, the ratio will lie along a straight line passing

through the orign if the flux is a pure Gaussian, whi 1e

the ratio will be constant if the flux is exponential.

Figure V-6  shows such a plot at energies of 1.02 eV,

100 eV, and 100 KeV in the sodium case (case 0). The

reason of showing the ratios of the moments at 100 KeV

is that the neutron age,r, at this energy is very small,

and so another penetration mode, if it exists, has a

better chance of not beingswamped by the Gaussian.

It is clear from this figure that there are substantial

deviations from the pure Gaussian distribution for the

spatial dependence of the fluxes at these energies.

Further, the curve for energy at 100 KeV, clearly

demonstrates that the penetration at large distance is

almost entirely exponential, with a relaxation length ,

A, that can be determined to be about 28 cm. On the

other hand, the spatial distribution of the flux at 1.02

eV is more like a Gaussian than like an exponential.

And the situation at energy of 100 eV is in between.

.„
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Another method to show the existence of the .

exponential penetration mechanism stems from the observation

that if there were some way of reducing the age,T, in

sodium, then there would be a better chance of the

additional exponential mechanism showing up. Clearly, r

can be reduced if the cross section, siiy in the flat region,

were considerably increased. (See equation ( V-2).)

Therefore, a moments calculation (Case OLEXI) was made

in which the total cross section was increased to 8.07

barns. below 244 KeV except where the two resonances

naturally gave higher cross sections. In this case, the

absorption cross section was kept the same as in the

standard case (Case 0). Over most of the flat region, the

effect corresponds to increasing the cross section by a

factor of about 2.55 and decreasing the slope of the age,

dr/du, by a factor of 2.552 or 6.5. (See equation ( V-2).)

The curve OLEXI in Figure V - 7, shows the age as given by

the ratio of N2'.0/No,0 for this "pseudo-sodium"; the

decreased  values are clear. Figure V --8 shows the 5m

flux for this case. It is clear from this figure that the

low energy end of the spectrum is now.nearly flat, looking

much like that for carbon. (cf. Figure IV-2) Further, the

curve of ratios of N A/N against the index n at

1.02 ev, as shown in Figure V - 9, is nearly constant for
2n-2,u 2n,0

V-24



high order n. Clearly, it demonstrates the existence of the

exponential penetration mechanism with an asymptotic
relaxation length,X , that can be determined from this

curve to be about 28 cm.

At 1.02 eV and 5 meters, with the standard

cross section set (Case 0) and X= 28.3 cm, the dimensionlleaa
ratio involved in the limiting form of the convolution

integral has the value

* A 14·'r°-..-
2Z /4-.400

          Clearly, the exponential mechanism is not dominant. For
the case OLEXI, the same ratio is

*A /4./1-0- 52 =3;RE 4,600

the condition for the exponential behavior is more satisfied.

Further, equation ( V -9.: ) predicts an energy dependence of

4 4.a Al                                      .
-

1 4/
.-. 7 0./15

4 li · .>e   A u

for case OLEXI (where absorption ·is not important .)·; the

moments calculation actually shows a value of 0.110. The
agreement is quite satisfactory, considering the crudity

of the model. Therefore, the age-like behavior is in

.D convolution with an exponential component with an

-  V-25  -
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asymptotic·relaxation length of about 28 cm. This

conclusion can be extended to all energies below about·

200 KeV, as evidenced by the signature curves shown in

Figure V-10.                                                           6

i.

J

r
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Table V-1 : Ratios (N /N- O)/(r /nl) at 1.02 eV for.2n,0  u,

Cases 0 and ONC.

(N2n,0/NO,0) / (rn/nt)
n         Case 0               Case ONC

0 1.0000 1.0000

1 1.0000 1.0000

2 1.0401 1.0397

3 1.1247 1.1233

4 1.2642 1.2609

5 1.4769 1.4704

6 1.7935 1.7813

7         2.2647               2.2425

8 2.9750 2.9349

9 4.0679 3.9955

10 5.7947 5.6620

'.

-  V-27  -
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V. 4. CONCLUSION 3: The Asymptotic Exponential Behavior,

Characterized by a Relaxation Length

of about 28 cm, is a High Energy

Penetration Phenomenon, Present up

to Highest Energies in the Flux

Spectrum ·arising from a Full Fission

Source.

As shown in the last section, there exists in

sodium some kind of penetration mechanisms manifested at

energies below about 200 KeV by an exponential component

         with
a relaxation length of about 28 cm. Does this

phenomenon appear only in this particular energy range?

E To dnswer this queation, we have to examine the signature

curves, as given by the square roots of ratios of

succeeding even spatial moments, at other energy points.

This examination reveals that the signature curves at

energies higher than about 200 KeV fall or rise to a

plateau of about 28 ·cm or longer. In Figure V-11, the

signature curves of several energy pointa between 230

KeV and 7.0 MeV are shown. It is clear from this figure

that the spatial distributi.on at these energies is

approximately an exponential with an asymptotic relaxation

length of about 28 cm except at the highest energies,
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e.g. 7.0 MeV, where the relaxation length rises to about

30 cm. (see Conclusion 6 below.) The approach of the

spatial dependence of the flux to an exponential is

shown more explicitly for the same energies in Figure

V-12. The flux is plotted relative to an exponential with

a relaxation length of 28 cm..Over most of this region,

the difference from this simple exponential are less

than a factor of 2, even though the flux itself falls

  by about 7 decades in this distance. The most prominent

deviations are at 7.0 MeV, where a relaxation length of

30 cm.seems more appropriate. Therefore, the asymptotic

  relaxation length of about 28 cm to 30 cm is present up

to highest energies.

An examination of the calculations for partial

fission sources (cases in Category A, Appendix E) shows

that the 28 cm asymptotic relaxation length does not

manifest itself until there are some source neutrons

born above tlie 297 KeV minimum. Attention is therefore

naturally turned to the role of the cross section minima

in establishing the deep penetration exponential behavior.

>- F *36
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V. 5. CONCLUSION 4: The Cross Section Minima in the Sodium

Cross Section Provide one Source of this

High Energy Exponential Behavior, but

there are Others of nearly Equal Importance

from high Energies. However, the 297 KeV

miniiftunt, which is the deepest, is on

'                   verge of being the dominant feature for

the flux in 50 to 250 KeV range.

As discussed in Section V-3, any neutron that

lands in one of the cross section minima will travel a

I r much greater distance befors collision than a neutron at
1

an energy corresponding to the average or peak cross
\

sec€ion. The variation of flux with distance of this kind

of penetration is given roughly by an exponential. It is

also observed in the last section that cross section

:         minima can provide one source of high energy exponential

:,         behavior. The question remains whether this process

dominates the flux in 50 to 250 KeV range. In some

materials, we know this mechanism does dominate the
(17)

spectrum, e.g. deep penetration in iron

In sodium there are a number of valleys exhibited

         in

the total cross section, particularly at 297 KeV,
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521 KeV, 1.885 MeV and 3.075 MeV (cf. Table III-4), with

the one at 297 KeV the deepest and the one at 521 KeV .the

widest. There are narrow spikes in the flux spectrum at

these energies as shown in Figure IV-2. These "spikes"

show that the flux at the energy of the minima arises

from neutrons that penetrate .a good fraction of the

distance while in the minima themselves. To test the

importance of these minima for the rest of the spectrum,

a separate flux calculation (Case OS) was made with these

four minima "filled up". By this, it is meant that the

elastic cross section in the vicinity of the minima was

increased so that.the total cross section was brought up

to the level of the neighboring energy regions, and no

indication of a minimum at any of these energies remained

in the total cross section curve. The ratio of the standard

5m flux to that with the smoothed cross section set is

shown in Figure V-13.  The results are disappointing.  '

"Filling up" the four cross section dips has a large

effect in the region of the minima themselves, but the

effects do not persist outside of the minima. At 265 KeV,
the elimination Of the minima has reduced the flux only

by a factor of 2. By 1.02 eV, the reduction is only 17 %

but that is understandable, for the age-like diffusion is

taking over. It should be noted that in materials where

..
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the cross section minima really dominate the transport

process,·filling up the minima reduces flux by several.

(17,30,31)orders of magnitude . Therefore, in sodium, cross

section minima can provide one source of high energy

exponential behavior, but penetration via the minima does

not dominate the transport process.

Examination of the asymptotic relaxation lengths

in 50 to 250 KeV range shows that smoothing of cross

section minima has reduced it by only a few percent.

Clearly, with a full fission source there are other

penetration mechanisms of nearly equal importance. That

these additional mechanisms arise only. in the reAions.6f

the spectrum above about 1 MeV can be demonstrated, for

example, by truncating the fission source at 868 KeV (

Case 3) and again investigating the effects of filling up

the minima at 297 KeV and 521 KeV (Case JS). The dramatic

results are sliowri .in Figure V-14.  Not only does the

presence of the·minima increase the 5m flux at their

energies by more than a factor of 100,000, but the effects

persist to lower energies, and still amount to a factor

of almost 1,300 at 100 KeV. Clearly, for source neutrona

below about 1 MeV transport in the cross section minima

does dominate the penetrating flux in the 50 to 250 KeV

- V-41  -



range. But note that at a few eV range in both the full-

fission source case and the partial-fission source case,

the minima have a negligible influence, because transport

to such low energies occurs by age-like diffusion in

energy regions well below the locations of the minima.

A similar calculation with a truncated fission

source, this time below 907 KeV, was performed in Reference

41. This calculation was made with the ANISN code for(5)

an infinite sodium slab 5m thick. The forward flux at. 5m,

taken from Reference 41, is shown in Figure V-15. It is

3         clear from the huge steps in the spectrum that the source
of the flux in 50 to 250 KeV range at 5m is primarily from

those neutrons penetrating through the cross section

minima at 297 KeV and 521 KeV. The relatively flat plateau

down into the KeV region also shows that the minima are

the dominant cross section feature for flux in 50 to

250 KeV range in this case,

But, if we truncated the fission source at higher

energies (Cases 4  to 7), the importance of the minima

s         progressively decreases as the upper cutoff energy is

increased.  This is shown  in Table V-2. which lists  tha

decrease in the 5m flux at 100 KeV upon "fi.].ling up" the

-     V -42      -



         minima for various partial fission source (cases 4S to

. . .

7S). Even inclusion of fission neutrons up to 1.6 MeV

cuts the effect of the minima on the 5m flux at 100 KeV

by  about a factor  of  100.: Some other penetration

mechanism exists for these high energy source neutrons
It

that is of approximately equal importance with transport

via the minima.
..·

However, the 297 KeV minimum, which is the

deepest, is on verge of becoming important as seen in

case 3S. To inquire further into the importance of this

-          minimum, a number of separate flux calculations (cases
ODDA to ODDF) for a full fission source were performed

with higher or lower total cross section at bottom of

the 297 KeV minimum. In these casas, the total cross

sections in the neighborhood of the 297 KeV minimum were

increasddeor·.  decreased   in such manner   that the maximum

change occurred at the bottom of the minimum, i.e. at

297  KeV,  and the change in cross. section tapered  off  to

zero at 287 KeV, where the original cross section is at

the average level    in the neighborhood   of   the  minimum.

The formulus used for this change is detailed in Appendix

C. The effects on the 5m flux at 100 KeV are summarized

in Table V-3. These results are also shown in a more

- V-43 -



sophisticated form in Figure V-16. In this figure, the

abscissa is the logarithm of the ratio of the new total

cross section at the bottom of the 297 KeV minimum, 0-,

to that of case 0, 05= 1.2 barns, while the ordinate is

the logarithm of the ratio of the 5m flux at 100 KeV for

each new calculation, R, to that for case 0, RQ. The

Slope of this curve at the origin may be defined as the

sensitivity of the 5m flux at 100 KeV to the total cross

section at the bottom Of the 297 KeV minimum(36,40,41)

Clearly, its effect is nonlinear. Filling up by itself

(case ODDF) reduces the 5m flux at 100 KeV by only about

20 %. But deepening the minimum by about 40 % in the

lowest cross section (case ODDA) increases the same flux

by more than a factor of 11. A positive error in the

ENDF/B-III cross section at the 297 KeV minimum is not

practicably significant. But even a relative small

negative error in this cross section can lead to large

uncertainty in the· deeply penetrating flux between 50

arid  300  KeV.
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Table V-2: Ratios of the 5m Flux at 100 KeV

. . .   CASES HIGHEST ENERGY OF RATIO OF THE

FISSION SOURCE, MeV 5m FLUXES

3 / 3S 0.868 1306.5

4 / 45 1.600 14.7

5 / 5S 2.860 3.5

6 / 6S 3.925 3.3

7 / 7S 5.076 2.4

0 / OS 15.000 2.0

1

\
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Table V-3: Effects of the Cross Section at the

297 KeV Minimum on the 5m flux at

100 KeV.

CASE CROSS SECTION AT RATIO  OF  THE  FLUX: TO

297 KeV (barns) THAT OF CASE 0

0 1.20 1.000

ODDA 0.75 11.31

ODDB 0.90 2.247

ODDC 1.10 1.135

1 ODDD 1.25 0.964

ODDE 1.50 0.889
2.

ODDF" 2.71 0.817

* Case  ODDF  was  with  the minimum  at  297  KeV " filled  up".
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V. 6. CONCLUSION 5: The Source Region above about 4 MeV

Contributes a Disproportionate Share

of the 5m Flux in 100 to 600 KeV

Region. This Behavior is Independent

of the Presence of Cross Section Minima.

An examination of the total cross section of

sodium, (Figure III-1. or .Figure III-5) shows that above

about 4 MeV the average cross section curve falls monotoni-

cally, and. above 5-6 MeV is below the level of all except

the deepest minima. Further the angular distribution for

_         elastic scattering in the same energy region becomes

progressively more peaked in the forward. d.irection. Reflecting

this behavior of the angular distribution, Figure III-4 shows

that the average lethargy change per elastic collision falls

steeply with increasing incident energy above about 4 MeV.

One would expect as a result of these cross section properties

that source neutrons born above 4-5 MeV would penetrate more

easily than neutrons at almost any other energy. It might not

be surprising therefore if this region of the source were to

dominate the transport of neutrons reaching 5m at energies

above the "age-dominated" portion of the spectrum. To test

this possibility, the contribution of various portions.of

the source spectrum to the 5m flux was calculated.

A plane isotropic fission neutron source at the

-  V-51  -
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D
origin of the sodium medium was assumed in the moments calculations.

"     The energy dependence of the fission source was approximated by

Watt's fission spectrum, as described in Section IV-1. Several

moments calculations(cases in Category A, Appendix E) were made

with a partial fission source to study the relative contribution

to the flux from source neutrons with energies in different
• 5

portions of the whole energy range. The results derived from these

calculations are summarized. in Table v-4. The calculations show that

high energy source neutrons contribute disproportionately to the

penetrating  flux. · Thus only above  3  MeV does a source energy interval

AE  contribute a large fraction of the 100 KeV flux at 5mthan the
0

fraction it forms of the source. And the 4.3% of the total source

5 Mev contributes almost 33% of the flux at 100 KeV measure at 5m.

Furthermore, this behavior is independent of the presence

of cross section minima as deduced from another set of calculations

with a partial fission source and smoothed cross set (Cases 1PS to

9S). The relative contributions derived from these calculations are

summarized in Table V-5. Source neutrons born above about 5 MeV

contribute about 42% of the 5m flux at 100 KeV. The decreased

.:     contribution of the higher energy portions of the source when the

"      minima are present indicates that the minima give source neutrons

below  5  MeV a better chance of penetration in competition with . the

source neutrons above 5 MeV. In any case, it is clear froA the

m evidence of the relative source contribution that the energy

region above 5 MeV is favored for ease of deep penetration.

-  V-52  -
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Table  7-- 4: Relative contribution of source neutrons to the

5m flux in the sodium medium.

Cases Source Energy Percent of Percent of the 5m flux at

Involved ( MeV ) source 265 KeV 100 KeV 20.4 KeV

1           0.000 - 0.040 0.4 0.00 0.00 0.00

1&2 0.040 - 0.350 8.1 0.05 0.05 0.06

2 & 3- 0.350 - 0.542 6.3 0.19 0.20 0.23

3-& 3 0.542 - 0.868 11.5 0.44 0.47 0.42

3 & 3+ 0.868 - 1.250 · 13.4 0.78 0.75 0.97

3+& 4 1.250 - 1.600 10.2 · 0.95 1.23 1.38

4&5 1.600·- 2.860 28.0 11.1 12.9 16.2

5&6 2.860 - 3.925 11.7 27.1 28.4 29.9

6&7 3.925 - 5.076 6.1 23.0 22.6 21.8

8&9 5.076 - 7.000 3.1 22.7 21.3 18.9

9           7.000 -15.000 1.2 13.8 12.1 10.1



- -               Table :V-5 : Relative contribution of source neutrons to the 5m

flux in sodium; Smoothed cross section set.

Cases Source Energy Percent of Percent of the 5m flux at

Involved ( MeV ) Source         265 KeV 100 KeV 20.4 KeV

1PS & OS 0.000 - 0.040 0.4 0.000 0.000 0.000

1PS & 2PS 0.040 - 0.350 8.1 0.000 0.001 0.007 .

2PS & 3PS 0.350 - 0.868 17.8 0.002 0.019 0.126

3PS & 4PS 0.868 - 1.600 23.6 0.15 0.357 0.984

4PS & 5PS 1.600 - 2.860 28.0 6.10 8.84 14.11

5PS & 6PS 2.860 - 3.925 11.7 20.57 23.44 25.85

6PS & 7PS 3.925 - 5.076 6.1 25.81 25.30 23.90

7PS & 9S 5.076 - 7.000 3.1 27.17 24.74 21.22

9S           7.000 -15.000 1.2 20.20 17.30 13.80
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.   V. 7· CONCLUSION 6: Source Neutrons Born above about 5 Mev      

Penetrate more easily than Total Source,

but do not Dominate the 5m Flux below·600

KeV. At increasingly larger Distances this

may become the Dominant Source Energy Range.

It was concluded. in the previous section that neutrons

born above about 4 MeV contribute more to the 100-600 KeV flux

at 5m than their proportionate share of the source. Here it

will be shown that of these thepsource neutrons above 5 MeV

penetrate more easily than the rest of the source and thus

could possibly become the dominant contributior. The asymptotic

      relaxation lengths in this energy range verify this conclusion.

It has already been noted in Section V-4 that the flux at 7 MeV

has a slightly higher asymptotic relaxation length. Table v-6

shows the asymptotic relaxation lengths at some other energies,

as given by the square roots of the ratios of the 18th and 16th

spatial moments, to which the flux in the neighborhood of 5m

contributes. It is clear from this table that neutrons born

above 5 MeV have longer relaxatioh length than at any other

energy except at the 297 KeV minimum. The penetration ability

of neutrons above 5 MeV is then better than the others.

In cases 8 and 9, with a partial fission source above

5.076 Mev and 7 MeV, respectively, the relaxation lengths in 100

to 600 KeV range are longer than those of case 0, as shown in
--

Table V-7. For example, at 100 KeV, the relaxation length is 28.28

v-55  -



cm for total source, but goes up to 30.04 cm and 30.92 cm for

partial sources above 5.076 MeV and 7 MeV, respectively. For

the partial source between 5.076 and 7 MeV the relaxation

length of the 100 KeV flux at 5m is about 29.5 cm, still.

substantially higher than the total source. But for the partial

source between 3.925 and. 5.076 MeV the similar relaxation length

is 28.64 cm, indistinguishable from the total source. And for the

next ' lower partial source, 2.86 to 3.925 MeV, the same relaxation

length has fallen to 27.46 cm.

so source neutrons born above about 5 MeV definitely
'.

penetrate more easily than total source, and they thus form a

physically distinctive portion of the source spectrum. But they

do not dominate the 5m flux below 600 KeV, since the increase of

the relaxation lengths in case 8 is only a few percent. When the

minima are "filled. up", the relative importance of these high

energy source neutrons improves a little bit. In Table V-8, the

relaxation lengths of case OS, 8S and 9s are shown. Compared the

numbers in Table V-7 and V-8, we can see that the relaxation

length at 100 KeV increases 8.0% in case 8S compared to case OS,

while it increases only 6.2% in case 8 relative to case 0. But

these are still only modest changes, and even in the absence of the

cross section minima the high energy source neutrons still do not

dominate the 5m flux below 600 KeV. On the basis of these observations

one would expect, however, that with sufficiently thick shields, 7m

or more, this portion of the source would overwhelm all other source

        neutrons in contributing to the flux in the 100 KeV-1 MeV range and.. would dominate the transport process.
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Table V-6: The Mean-Free-Path and Asymptotic Relaxation

Length in-the Neighborhood of 5m in Sodium.·

ENERGY (MeV) MEAN-FREE-PATH ASYMPTOTIC RELAXATION
-4

1/IT , ( cm ) LENGTH "   ( cm )

1.43OE+01 24.39 30.87

1. 30OE+01 . 25.00 31.42

1.185E+01 24.86 30.81

1.005E+01 25.60 29.97

8.17OE+00 25.81 29.98

1, 7.00OE+00 23.88 29.27

6.20OE+00 22.35 28.88

5.38OE+00 20.83 28.40

3.00OE+00 17.94 27.95

1.OOOE OO 13.10 27.78

2.97OE-01 33.33 30.91

2.65OE-01 11.76 28.27

1.00OE-01 11.38" 28.28

2.04OE-02 9.85 28.36

* Asymptotic relaxation length = R (see equation (IV-3))16
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Table V-7: The Asymptotic Relaxation Lengths in the

Neighborhood of 5m in Sodium of Cases 0,

8, and 9.

ENERGY (KeV) ASYMPTOTIC RELAXATION LENGTH   ( cm )

CASE 0     ' .  CASE 8 CASE 9

601.0 27.78 29.43 30.40

502.5 27.79 29.54 30.50

405.0 27.79 29.56 30.51

299.0 27.79 29.60 30.55

265.0 28.27 29.87 30.75

190.0 28.28 29.91 30.80

100.0 28.28 30.04 30.92

V-5



Table V-8: The Asymptotic Relaxation Lengths in the

Neighborhood  of  5m in Sodium of Cases  OS,

8S, and 9S.

ENERGY (KeV) ASYMPTOTIC RELAXATION LENGTH  ( cm )

CASE OS CASE 8S CASE 9S

601.0 27.38 29.15 30.20

502.5 27.35 29.17 30.22

405.0 27.33 29.20 30.25
.

299.0 27.31 29.23 30.28

 -

265.0 27.29 29.27 30.31

190.0 27.28 29.30 30.34

100.0 27.25
-

29.42 30.44

>     1                      -                              -   V -59



V.8. CONCLUSION 7: The Source Range above. 5MeV can be 
made

to be Dominant at 5m but only by Large

Changes in Cross Sections.

i

As concluded in the last section, source neutrons

born above about 5 MeV penetrate more easily than total

source. To investigate the nature of the penetration

mechanism of these neutrons,the characteristics of the

calculated spectrum of the fluj at above 5 MeV were

examined more carefully.

As shown in Table v-6, the asymptotic relaxation

lengths at energies above  5  MeV are about  30  cm  or  more,

...       which are at least 20% larger than the mean-free-paths

given by 1/ET. It·should be.remembered. that in the case

of a narrow minimum the asymptotic relaxation length is

never more than 1/I . There are two familiar situations
E. ,

,,       where.the asymptotic relaxation length can be larger than

1/Ir  .    One    is the age-type transport   when   x <<52.    But   the

age-like process implies a large number of collisions,

and the high energy range is too restricted. (and the

effective absorption is too high) to permit a description

in term& of the age theory. The other circumstance is in

the monoenergetic scattering case in which there is an

-  v-60  -
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(8,
asymptotic relaxation length always larger than 1/IT
9,33,34,35). It seems far fetched to describe the high.

energy portion of·the spectrum in terms of monoenergetic

scattering. But suppose  we  set  up  a "top" group composed,

say, of all neutrons above 5 MeV. There is no scattering

into this group because there is no higher group. The

behavior of the group flux can be considered to correspond

to a monoenergetic problem with a scattering cross section

determined by the group self-scattering, and an absorption

corresponding to the scattering out of the group. Most

of this out-scattering will arise from inelastic collisions.

In this region, a large part of the inelastic scattering

comes from excitation of levels of 2.08 MeV or higher

. . and in most cases that would be enough to throw the

neutron out of the group. The energy loss from the elastic

scattering is so small, at least at these energies, that

it mostly contributes  to the in-group scattering..  Thus,

we can hope to apply the results of monoenergetic theory

to the "group" flux· composed  of all neutrons above  5  MeV.

. However,   in the usual monoehergetic scattering

case, the asymptotic relaxation length is appreciately

larger than 1/ST only if absorption is small. It is

usually stated that with 10 % absorption, the asymptotic
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 · ,· relaxation length  is  90 % larger  than  1/E ,  but  with  50
(35,36)

'' %'absorption, it is only about 4.4 % larger .    A t.

the energies of interest, inelastic cross section is

more than 50 % Of the total cross section and the process

.... is effectively all absorption so far as the "top" group
.

1

-,.         is concerned. The asymptotic relaxation length should

still·be almost the same as 1/E · But the facts recited

above hold only if the elastic scattering is isotropic

in the center of mass system. If the angular distribution

of the elastic scattering is highly anisotropic as in

our case, the situation is very different. With realistic

anisotropies, even high absorption does not have as much

effect in reducing.the asymptotic relaxation length as

(37)
in the case of isotropic scattering . For an anisotropy

of elastic scattering resonably similar to that expected

for sodium in this energy region, even with a 50 %

absorption, the asymptotic relaxation length would be

' I. (37)
about 70 % longer than 1/ET

.
4

To verify this conclusion, some moments

calculations were performed. First the problem with a

partial fission source above 5.076 MeV (case 8) was rerun

with nothing changed except that the elastic scattering

in the source region was taken as isotropic in the center
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of mass systein  (case  8A)  ". The asymptotic relaxation

length  in the source region  fell  to just about  1/ET'

and the high energy flux was correspondingly decimated.

However,the 5m flux at 100 KeV was not greatly affected

--- only reduced by a factor of about 2, as shown in

Figure V-17 . Thus, the high energy penetratioh is not

dominant enough to take a neutron all the way to the

vicinity of the detector. Instead, a high energy neutron

that reaches the detector in the fraction of an MeV

range travels only a small initial part of its path at

high energies, the rest is done by slowing down and

  
transport below  5  MeV.

Another moments calculation, in the opposite

direction, had more dramatic effect. The inelastic

scattering at energies above about 5 MeV was set equal

' to zero and the elastic cross.section increased to keep

the total cross section constant (case OIBE). As a result,

the effective absorption for the "top" group is drastical.ly

reduced. The asymptotic relaxation length of the calculated

9. In all situaions where calculations were made. for

"isotropic" elastic scattering, isotropy in the centr

2  .of mass system is meant.
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high energy flux jumps up to greater than 50 cm, clearly

much greater than that of any other mechanism, as shown

in Table V-9. The 5m flux at high energies is drastically

increased by a factor of about 10,000, as shown in Table

V-10. However, the magnitude of this flux increase became

more moderate below 3 MeV. This is because of the inelastic

scattering is still present in this energy reigon, which

as we shall see decreases the penetrating flux at any

given energy. Nontheless, the 5m flux at 100 KeV also

increased by a factor of 33. A similar calculation was

performed in which the inelastic cross section everywhere

was replaced by elastic cross 6-ection (case OIE), with

results also shown in Tables V-9 and V-10, and in Figure

V-18. Here, the 5m flux at 100 KeV increased a factor of

340,   in   line  with the above argument.

Another calculation was made in which the

inelastic scattering was replaced· by elastic scattering,

but the angular distribution of the replaced elastic

: scattering was kept isotropic in the laboratory .system

(case OIEAA). The calculated 5m flux at 100 KeV increased

by only a factor of 33, compared to 340 in case OIE.

The anisotropy of elastic scattering replacing the

inelastic scattering thue plays an important role.
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r        However, the effect is not simply that using the transport

cross section in place of the total cross section. To ·

verify this conclusion, case OIE was rerun with a P-1

approximation for the angular distribution of elastic

scattering in the center of mass system (case OIEAl),

i.e. with the linear anisotropy that gives rise to the

customary transport cross section approximation. The

ratios of the Sm flux for case OIe to that for case

OIEAl are summarized in Table V-11. We see that the 5m

flux above 5 MeV calculated in case OIEAl is less by more

than a factor of 6, while even the flux the flux below

5 MeV is reduced by a factor of about 2. Thus, the

effect of the anisotropy can not be accounted for by

the use of a simple transport cross section correction.

While the complete conversion of inelastic to

elastic scattering is, of course, unrealistic, it suggests
·-t    ' that the flux should be sensitive to a small decrease in

the inelastic cross section with corresponding increase

in the elastic cross section. Indeed, a 10 % decrease in

the inelastic cross section everywhere, with corresponding

increase in the elastic cross section, which is well

within the uncertainties of the cross section measurement.

(38), increases the 5m flux at 100 .KeV by more than 50 %
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(case OID). In other direction, a 10 % increase in the

inelastic cross section everywhere with corresponding .

decrease in the elastic cross section decreases the same

flux by more than 30 % (case OIA). Thus, in actual sodium,

i       the high energy penetration medhanism helps.make the flux

particularly sensitive to uncertainties in the inelastic

cross section. However, at least for the cross section

in the ENDF/B-III set, it is not the dominant transport

mechanism, and it can be made to be dominant only by

large changes in cross sections, particularly the

inelastic cross section.

r

. I
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Table ..V-93: Comparison  of the Asymptotic Relaxation

Lengths.
. ·,;I        .  i
.'.

t....'   .
'...   ..

'2,1. ENERGY   ( MeV) SQUARE ROOT OF RATIO OF THE 20th and 18th
SPATIAL MOMENTS (cm)

..   1 CASE 0 CASE OIE CASE OI8E
p 1

··                        ·        7.0 0 E-0 0 29.32 50.13 50.13
......

li.;:                      5.00·   E- 00. 28.30 51.29 51.21
'29 , *       i  .            -
..<24",:;

28.05 51.83 51.394X ...
· 3.00 E-00..'..1.. '. -

07....i „  .
:44.1  .,     A '.

51.96 51.344 : ,1     : '             ..            .2.13 E. -0 0 27.98
., .%1*.f  I ·  ·'62·. · . ,   : · ·

727. V   .   •'  /                     r ·

51.40t../.1.1... . . . ,I. 1.00 E-00 27.86 52.11. . . . 0   . . .    I
.... I  I.

1  ,  '.'" .   .-  ,     :'       4.25    E -0 1 27.83 52.16 51.44

52.27 51.6128.33.t'  .« .1.:11.00 E -01
d    ,

2.04 E-02 28.33 52.27 51.61
:4

„ ,

..../. -3  5.26 E-04 28.49 52.31 51.69
.'.-

6/
30.35 52.32 *51.441.05 E-05

a..

1.02 E-06 31.98 52.26 50.64
9.
'. 1.,

X ,

19 .

...,
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Table Y-10.: Comparison of the 5m Fluxes.

ENERGY (MeV) Ratio of the 5m Fluxes

OIE / 0 · OI8E / 0

7.00 E-00 8.08 E+03 8.08 E+03

5.00 E-00 1.14 E+04 4.88 E+03

3.00 E-00 8.56 E+03 1.62 E+02

2.1 3 E-00 5.69 E+03 2.08 E+02

1.00 E-00 2.87·E+03 1.13 E+02

4.25 E-01 1.08 E+03 7.62 E+01

1.00 E-01 3.41 E+02 3.28 E+01

: 2.04 E-02 1.79 E+02 1.78 E+01

5.26 E-04 7.78 E+01 9.16 E-00

1.05 E-05 1.02 E+01 2.11 E -00

1.02 E-06 4.92 E-00 1.40 E-00
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Table V-11: Comparison of the 5m Fluxes for

Cases OIE and OIEAl.

ENERGY (MeV) , FLUX (OIE) / FLUX (OIEAl)

1.300£+01 177.0

. 1.12OE+01 30.6

9.055E+00 22.7

7.00OE+00 17.1

5.38OE+00 6.57

.3.00OE+00' 2.71

2.130£+00                      2.17

1.OOOE+00 1.73

6.01OE-01 1.70

2.65OE-01 1.60

1.00OE-01 1.52

2.04OE-02 1.44

5.26OE-04 1.27
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v. 9. CONCLUSION 8: Even Without any Source Neutrons above

5 Mev, the Flux still Builds-up so as

to have an Asymptotic Relaxation Length

of about 28 cm.

As discussed in Section V-6, source neutrons born

above about 5 MeV contribute a disproportionate share of the

penetrating flux. Although the transport mechanisms leading

to this state of affairs are interesting, these source

neutrons are not the overwhelming contributor to  the flux

in the 100 KeV range. They do not even provide the majority.

Source neutrons below 5 MeV contribute about 67% of the 5m

         flux at 100 KeV as shown in Table V-4. Even eliminating the
N ':..

effect of the cross section minima, source neutron below

5 MeV still contribute about 58% of the same flux as

shown in Table V-5. Examination of the asymptotic

relaxation lengths in the neighborhood of 5m for the

case with a partial fission source truncated at 5.076 MeV

(case 7) shows that flux still builds up to have an

asymptotic relaxation length of about 28 cm even without

source neutrons above 5 MeV. In Table V-12, the 5m

relaxation length for a complete fission source compared

to those for a partial fission source truncated. at 5.076

MeV are tabulated. Even by 3.925 MeV, well above the

         highest energy minimum, the partial source relaxation
v-72
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length is more than 90 % of the full source, and is up

to 97 % figure by 100 KeV.
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2          Table V -12: .Relaxation Lengths in the Neighborhood of 5m

in Sodiwn Medium of Cases  0  and  7.
-

ENERGY (MeV)  7 (cm) S.0 (cm) -A7 / X0

5.000 24.86 28.16 0.8828

3.925 25.57 28.08 0.9106

3.000 26.18 27.95 0.9367

2.130 26.25 27.87 0.9419

1.005 26.38 27.78 0.9496

0.870 26.39 27.78 0.9500

0.601 26.39 27.78 0.9500

0.542 26.39 27.78 0.9500

0.480 26.47 27.79 0.9525

0.265 27.51 28.27 0.9731

0.100 27.48 28.28 0.9717

,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     -
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V. 10. CONCLUSION 9: The High Energy Transport Mechanism,

outside of the Local Effects of the

Cross Section Minima, is a Multiple

Scattering Buildup of Scattered

'                                Neutrons, Distinct on the one hand

from Age-theory Transport and on the

other hand from Transport Dominated

by a particular Cross Section

Phenomenon such as a deep Minimum.

When the minima in the cross sections are filled

up, and all source neutrons above 5 MeV excluded, we are

thus left with a flux in the hundreds-KeV range which is

still a substantial fraction of the original flux.

Further, the rate of penetration, the relaxation length,

is almost at the same level at a depth of 5m as the

complete problem. The value of this relaxation length,

about 27.5 cm as shown in Table V-12, is about twice the

largest mean-free-path length as determined by the

smoothed total cross section anywhere in the energy range

below 5 MeV. The nature of this remaining penetration

process is difficult to characterize succinctly. It shares

many of the properties of age diffusion, but equally .

strongly differs from age-like penetration in·other
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properties, most notably in having a nearly exponential

' spatial behavior (cf. Figures V-11 and V-12) rather than

the Gaussian. It seems to resemble most closely the

process of the buildup of scattered photons in gamma ray-4  /

,1.,. ··:

··         penetration, where the buildup factors, too, are fairly
. I

close to exponential. With due care to separate extraneous

effects, some of the distinctive properties of this

I.

buildup mechanism can be derived from calculations made

.i                  with  the full source  or  with the correct cross sections.
:.*.I-

... *

As with age-like penetration, this transport

process is spread out over the entire energy range. No

one energy region dominates the penetration flux in the

100. to 600 KeV region. For example, the case with a -

*2 partial fission source above 7.0 MeV (case 9) was rerun
2'...

with nothing changed except all total and partial cross

sections above 7.0 MeV were increased by 20 % (case 9XA).

'. . The 5m flux above 7.0 MeV was correspondingly reduced by

a factor more than 30. However, the 5m flux in the 100

to 600 KeV region was not greatly affected. In this

4         region, the 5m flux was reduced by only a factor less

than 2, as shown in Figure V-19. Clearly, changes in a

limited range of the cross sections have major effect. on

the  penetrating  flux  in that range, but have  much  less
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effect on fluxes at considerably lower energies. Obviously,

only a small part of the transport occurs in the restricted

energy range. Similar phenomena happened in the calculations

with the partial fission source above 3.925 MeV (series

'1     .          ,    ,

·'                 6P).  making the elastic scattering isotropic  in the center

„  ' of mass system in the source region (case 6PA).reduced

the 5m flux at 100 KeV by a factor of only 2, much less

effect than in the source range. But making the elastic

'         scattering isotropic in the center of mass system every-

: where. (case OA6P) reduced the same flux by a factor of

14. Even greater reductions occur at energies above the

297 KeV minimum. (cf. also the comparison between cases

8 and BA ab8ve, Section V-8, page V-62.)

Another property of the "buildup" penetration

shared with age-diffusion is that it involves many
-

collisions. We have developed a technique, described in

Appendix D, of using moments-method calculations (or any

other deterministic transport computational technique) to

estimate approximately the average number of collisions

suffered by the neutrons before reaching the detector.

Briefly, it involves repeating the calculation with an

additional absorption "tag" which .is a small fixed

percentage of the total collision cross section every-

1
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where. The number of collisions so calculated in sodium

are shown in Table V-13 both at the 5m position and for

the infinite medium spectrum. It is clear from this

.
table that neutrons contributing to the 5m flux for the

100 to 200 KeV range have undergone many collisions, the

order of at least 30 to 40. It is somewhat surprising

-        that even with this substantial number of collisions

the penetration remains nearly exponential. After all,

a two dimensional random walk with 30 to 40 steps has an

end point which, according to the law of large numbers,

...         is distributed fairly closely to the Gaussian of age

theory. A possible clue to this unexpected behavior may

lie in the figures for the number of collisions for the

infinite medium spectrum which, of course, is physically

determined solely by the average lethargy increase per

collsion. In the energy region between 100 and 265 KeV,

,.    : .  the number of collisions to reach the 5m detector is

, '      nearly twice as large as the average number. of collisions

.5        for the infinite medium spectrum. For the very low energy

end of the spectrum, where age theory almost holds, the

absolute difference in these quantities is reduced,  and

the fractional difference is quite small. It seems likely

that the larger number of collisions required to penetrate

.
to 5m at, say, 100 KeV arises from an excess of small-
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          angle elastic scatterings. The random walk is no longer

random but constrained by having small angular changes.of

directions; in the jargon of the probability theorist,

it is a "stiff" chain of steps. Such a constrained random

walk approaches the Gaussian distribution only after an

exceedingly large number of steps. After all, in a

completely "straight ahead" sequence of collisions, the

distribution always remains exponential.
1

As in the case of the buildup in gamma ray

penetration, the "buildup" penetration in sodium is

i.. affected by two factors: one is the penetration power of

.' neutrons and the other is the rate of slowing-down.

Anything which retards the rate of slowing-down or

increases the penetration power increases the buildup

and therefore the deep-penetrating flux. Conversely,

any mechanism which increases the slowing-down rate or

decreases the penetration power of neutrons will decrease

the buildup and therefore the penetrating flux. However,

the effects of these two factors are not completely

:.        independent. The interplay of these two factors is shown

in the role of inelastic scattering. We have seen how

sensitive the penetrating flux is to the interchange of

inelastic scattering to elastic scattering in Section
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V-8. The effects of the replacement of inelastic cross   .·

section by elastic cross section  come  into two parts:  .

first, the angular distribution, of scattered neutrons

becomes strongly anisotropic instead of isotropic in the

original case, which increases the penetration power of

scattered neutrons; secondly, the rate of slowing-down

is decreased due to the less energy loss after scattering.

It seems that the latter effect is the most effective one

among the two. Thi.s can be shown in case OIEAA. In this

case, inelastic scattering everywhere was replaced by

elastic scattering, but the angular distribution of the

elastic scattering which replaced inelastic scattering

remained isotropic, the same as the original inelastic

scattering. The effect of this replacement is thus only

on the neutron slowing-down rate. The 5m flux at 100 KeV

accordingly increased by a factor of 34. Should the

angular distribution of both the original elastic scattering

and the one replacing inelastic scattering be the same

of the original elastic scattering, i.e. very strongly

forward peaked (case OIE), the same flux would increase

by a factor of 340. That means that the 5m flux at 100

KeV increased by only a factor of about 10 due to the

increase of neutron penetration power, when the inelastic

scattering was replaced by the elastic scattering. Clearly,
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the effect of inelstic scattering on the penetrating flux

is more prominent on increasing the slowing-down rate .

than on decreasing the penetration power. Indeed, even

a quite.minor change which affects only the slowing-down

rate of inelastic scattering can produce considerable

change in the penetrating flux. One'of such is to consider

the effect of nuclear recoil in the inelastic scattering.

(All previous calculations used an infinite mass approxi-

mation for the inelastic scattering. No nuclear recoil

was considered.) Except very near the threshold of the

inelastic level, where the cross section is very small,

the recoil effect only slightly increases the energy loss

upon inelastic scattering from the lowest level at 470

KeV, and is negligible for the higher levels. Nevertheless,

putting in nuclear recoil for all levels (case OIFM),

lowers the' 5m flux at 100 KeV by. 34 % and by 50 % at

around 750 KeV where the effect is at maximum. Even only

-.        putting in nuclear recoil for the lowest level only (case

OIFN 1) reduces the 5m flux at 100 KeV by 27 % and by 45 %

at around 750 KeV where the effect is also at maximum,

as shown in Figure V-20. Another example is to consider

the effect of changing the Q values of the inelastic

levels. Decreasing all Q values by 100 KeV (case OIQD1),

which is a very small fraction of energy increase after
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each inelastic scattering except for neutrons originally

with energies near the threshold, the Sm flux at 100 KeV

increases by more than 35 %. Even much more drastic effects

appear when decreasing all Q values by 250 KeV (case OIQD)

or by 400 KeV (case OIQD2), as shown in Figure V-21.

Thus, the penetrating flux is inordinately sensitive to

details  of the energy·.loss in inelastic scattering.

On the other hand, change of anisotropy of

elastic scattering affects not only the neutron penetration

power but also the slowing-down rate. Making elastic '

scattering isotropic not only decreases forward transport

(i.e. decreases penetration power), but also increases

the energy loss per collsion (i.e. increases the slowing-

down rate). To verify this conclusion, a separate

calculation: in which the angular distribution of elastic

scattering was isotropic in the center of mass system

everywhere (case OA) was made. The ratios of the standard

5m flux to that for isotropic case are shown in Figure

V-22. The 5m flux at 100 KeV reduced by a factor of about

10. Even greater reductions occurred at energies higher

than the 297 KeV minimum. However, the effect of

anisotropy is spread out over the entire energy range.

 i-.-
No one energy region dominated. To verify this conclusion,
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the calculations with partial fission sources were rerun

with nothing changed but the angular distribution of

elastic scattering was isotropic in the source region

(cases 4PA, 5PA, 6PA, 8A and 9A). The effects of these

changes on the 5m flux at 100 KeV are summarized in
..!

· Table V-14. The effect of making elastic scattering iso-

- · tropic on the 5m flux increases as the range of isotropic

scattering increases, as would be expected. Further,

the effects of anisotropy of elastic scattering on the

penetrating flux persist to very low energies. It is clear

by comparing the first two lines in Table V-14 that the

anisotropy   in the energy range below  1.60 MeV, (where

the original angular distribution is nearly isotropic

below about 700 KeV,) still has a substantial effect

which is even greater than any other energy range.

However, it is not solely a transport-cross-section ·

correction. If it were, the ratio of the standard flux

to that with only transport-cross-section calculation

(case OAl), at all energies, would be a constant number.

In actual case, as shiwn in Figure V-23, the ratios at

... higher energies are much greater than that at lower

energies. So it is not only a transport-cross-section

correction. But for flux below 100 KeV, the linear

transport-cross-section approximation is good enough

1
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.
when no source neutrons above MeV region are present.

:                  In summary of this section, we conclude that

the high energy "buildup" penetration possesses the

following characteristics:

a. Neutrons contributing to the 5m flux have undergone

many scatterings, the order of 30 to 40 collisions

for the 100 to 200 KeV region.

b. It differs from age diffusion in that spatial behavior
9

I ....  #.....is j.not Gaussian but closer to exponential.

c. The transport process is spread out over the entire

2... ...energy range. No one energy region contributes the

1: ...., . bulk of the spatial transport for flux in the 100 to

600 KeV range.

d. Inelastic scattering, at all energies where significant,

decreases the penetrating flux, because it increases

·,      the rate of slowing-down and decreases the forward

transport, relative to elastic scattering.

e. Anisotropy of elastic scattering, at all energies,

4..     increases the penetrating  f lux, because it increases
forward transport and decreases rate of slowing-down,

relative to isotropic elastic scattering. But it is

not solely a transport-cross-section correction.
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 .             Table V-13: Estimation of Number of Collisions

in Sodium (case OCP3).
t...,

ENERGY (MeV) AT 5m POSITION INFINITE MEDIUM
.1.': -.
':./.
..,

.« 2.65 E-01 34.9 16.5

.A·'' 1.00 E-01 42.4 23.2

2.04 E-02 60.5 41.4
,--

5.26 E-04 102.6 84.6

1.05 E-05 144.5 131.0

4          1.03 E-06 169.9 158.8

-.

A ...
4,

1 3..                                                                                                                                                                0
.Te.

. .

P.

j.
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Table V-14: Ratios  of  the 5m Fluxes  at  100  KeV.

CASES COMPARED LOWEST SOURCE RATIO

ENERGY (MeV)

0  / OA 0.0 9.43

4P       /     24 PA 1.60 3.76

5P / 5PA 2.86 2.02

6P / 6PA 3.925 1.95

8  / 8A 5.076 1.71

9  / 9A 7.00 1.60

<
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VI.  Summary and Conclusion

The preceding sections have·built up a picture

of the neutron penetratiob mechanisms which determine

the flux at distances of about 5 meters from a
 fission

source. It has been shown that at low energies
 (100 KeV

or lower) the spectrum is primarily determined
 by some-

thing close to age-diffusion in which only the
 low energy

cross sections are significant. At higher ene
rgies the

flux, it has been demonstrated, is increasingl
y controlled

by a balance of three mechanisms primarily ope
rating at

                 upper-KeV  and  Mer  ranges:
1. transport in cross section minima,

2. transport primarily at energies above 5 Me
V,

3. a multi-collision transport more or less

uniformly distributed in space-and-energy,

leading to an effective exponential asymptotic

behavior. For lack of a better terminology,

this process is described as "buildup" or

"dri ft".

The first mechanism depends only on the total
 cross

section in the region of the minima. But the o
ther two

are also sensitive to the anisotropy Of the s
cattering

process and (particularly in the last) to the
 detalls of

-  VI- 1  -
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the slowing down process in inelastic collisions. Each

of the mechanisms could produce, were the other two

absent, roughly equivalent deep-penetration relaxation

lengths. For the given cross section set and source

distribution, no one mechanism dominates.

The shield designer, confronted with the

problem of treating neutron penetration through distanc
es

typical of LMFBR situations, is likely to seek answers

to three kinds of queations:

1. What degree of computational sophistication

         is needed to calculate the flux spectrum in sodium at
deep penetrations?

2. What sort of cross sectional uncertainties

should be required of the sets of cross sections provided

by the evaluator and measurers?

3. How does the situation change for other

penetrations, source distributions or geometries?

The picture of the penetration process developed

here can provide at least qualitative answers to most of

thepe.,questions and can guide intelligently in developing

the quantitative. answers. Detailed examples would be v
ery

                 dependent  on  spec fic

·design situations, and lengthy

-  VI- 2  -
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1.
discussion would. be inappropriate  here, but certain points

are clear and obvious on the basis of the above descri
ption

of transport mechanisms:

1. For design-type calculations it might well

be possible to use relatively simple approximations to

the transport equation for particular.parts of the flu
x

spectrum. Thus, at the low energy end we have seen tha
t

from only the zeroth and second spatial moment the flu
x

out to 5m can be predicted to about a factor of two.

A carefully designed "age" type theory using cirrect

second moment could be expected. to predict the spectrum

up to about 100 KeV quite well.

2. Clearly, as concerns the low energy part

of the spectrum the most important piece of data is th
e

total cross section in the "flat" region below 100 KeV

...
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--- evergything else is secondary. In the higher energy

region, we have seen that the most sensitive pieces of.

data are the total cross section everywhere, but

especially in the mini.ma, both the narrow ones 3 MeV and

lower, and the broad one above 5 MeV, and the inelastic

cross sections. Because of the non-linear effects of

changes in the cross section, the uncertainties are of

more consequence in one direction than another. Thus, a

lower limit on the total cross section in the region of

the minima is more significant than an upper limit. In

the angular distribution of elastic scattering, only the

         first few legendre polynomial coefficients are important.

Coefficients above f=3 are unimportant, and even the

f = 3 term is not likely to be significant except in

high energy calculations. Overall, the picture of the

penetration mechanisms in sodium will not be changed

significantly, when the cross sections change within

the limit of the estimated uncertainties of the sodium

cross section data in the ENDF/B-III file(38) (Cf.:Cases

OERR+ and OERR-).

3. The investigations reported here should be

valid where'·ever the penetration is so deep that overall

leakage from the system is small. The relative importance

-  VI- 4  -
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of the various mechanisms discussed should to that

extent be independent of geometry. What happens for slabs

so thin that leakage is significant at all energies can

not be determined from the picture· developed here. Other

studies have  suggested  that  with  thin  ( S lm)  bare(41)

slabs, leakage effects dominate the situation and the

flux is relatively insensitive to cross section features.

On the other hand, the effects of changing

source distribution are quite clear and may be drastic.

The near balance between various penetration mechaiiisms

I
.

in the KeV-MeV region can be profoundly disturbed if the
:

source distribution is significantly shifted from the

fission spectrum. A softened source, such as might be

typical  of the 1.blFBR core, would be extremely sensitive

to the low energy minima, particularly at 297 and 521

KeV, and little else in the cross section picture might

matter. On the other side, with a so-called "thermo

nuclear" source the' higher energy penetration around

7 MeV probably would dominate and set the pace for the

:

relaxation length of the entire spectrum down to about

1 KeV or lower. Other cross section phenomena would have

only local effect on the spectrum shape.

-  VI- 5  -
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It is hoped that the insight into the penetration

mechanisms of fast neutrons in thick layers of sodium .

obtained here will help in the design further transport

calculations and will influence future cross section

measurements.

1
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Appendix A: Reconstruction of Spatial Distribution

from Moments: the Biorthogonal

Polynomials Method

One of the most extensively applied techniques

for the reconstruction of the spatial dependence of the

flux from the available moments is the so-called the

(7,12)
polynomial expansion method ..  In this method,  two

sets of orthonomal polynomials, which are dependent upon

the weighting function chosen, are employed. Consider a

single variable function f(x), whose first several

moments are known are are defined as

f    =      dx  xn  f (x) (A- 1)
n 1

where X is the domain of the function f(x). To obtain a

polynomial representation of f(x), we need a preselected

weighting function W(x) which is dependent upon the

nature of f(x) and two sets of linear independent

polynomials Un(x) and U+(x) such that

.  +'
l dx W(x) U (x) U (x) = 9           (A- 2)

/X                                      m                   n                           mn

           Then, in terms of W(x) and

its associated polynomials

- A- 1 -
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VIT
the desired expansion is

N                                    ·

f(x) = W(x)   An Un(x) (A-3)

with

An =    dx U (x) f (x) (A- 4)

where fN is the highest moment known. Mathematically, the

A 's are uniquely given by the first n+1 moments of f(x).

Thus a knowledge of the f 's is sufficient for determiningn

the expansion.

For a given W(x), Un(x) is assumed to contain
nall powers of x up to x  to retain its generality. In

regard to the U (x), two cases are usually encountered:
n

(1) Successive moments are available to be used, in
+which case U (x) = U (x) and the two sets 6f polynomials
n      n·

are said to be self-adjoint. (2) Due to the symmetry          -

properties of f(x), only even (or odd) moments exist,

in which case U '.s must similarly be even (or odd) so

that the two polynomial sets form a biorthogonal system.

Since the polynomials have the properties of

- A- 2 -
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orthonormality and are finite and linear, the corresponding

sets of a given weighting function can be constructed.

practically. We only consider an even biothogonal system

...        with domain of (0,00) here. Let

m

Um(x) =   22 ami xi (A- 5)

i=0

n+'/. (A- 6)Un(x) =  y-- bnj x2j
j=0

with

r 00

    dx W(x) Um(x) U (x) =
5 (A- 7)mn

where both m and n are less than or equal to N. It is

noted here that there are not enough conditions to get

unique solutions for a .'s and b·.'s. We arbitrarilymi nJ

set

bnO = 0 for any n (A- 8)

Then the normalization equation (A-7) becomes

in      n

/   a b.H. . =f (A- 9)
i=0 j=0

mi nJ 1-1 v mn

5
- A- 3 -



wber

eg

H.. = W(x) xi+Zj dx (A-10)
11    0

Or in a matrix form, equation (II-9) becomes

Ii.2=-h (A-11)

H' .A=g                     (A-12)
-    -

where

H H   H

< 01  02 """'  On
HH  H
11 12

"''"' 1n

H= (A-13)
...

1 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .             i.H
n-1,1

""" n-l,n

BT= (b   b b b) (A-14),nl n2 n3 """ nn

hT  =   (H       H                            H             )                     (A-1 5) :-      00  10 " "" ' n-1,0

AT - (ano anl ''""' ann) (A-16)
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pi-'-

6                    hT   , «/-    nul
H' (A-17) .

-    = 1 HT       ·  

g,T = (H H H ) (A-18)nl  nl """' ·nn

gT =(00.---   1 ) (A-19)
bnn

where T means transpose. The solution of the two matrix

equations (equations (A-11) and (A-12)) can be easily

obtained in the order of b .'s and a .'s (n from 0 to N).nJ mi

' For the case of choosing an exponential

function as the weighting function, the biorthogonal

system has been investigated in detail in Reference 12.

Here we are interested in the case of using a Gaussian

function as a weighting function. The following are the

' first few polynomials Un ' U  of the biorthogonal system

associated with the· weighting function exp( -x2/2)

C        obtained by solving equations (A-11) and (A-12).

+. ,
UO(x) = 1

+.         2
U (X) =1-x
1

- A- 5 -



Ul (x)    -         1           -f   x.    +      4  X,

+ · .          9               /   6=   1_ -xi+Q-xM--xU 3( X)                    2                              6

4/    *    _LL x6 +  -1-  xe
U4(x) =t- 7  *1   +  -F  X    -    /L -2-«

2   .S- 0 73 6 731 /0

ut (X,    =          /   _   /  0 K-   +   --3      4      -    1-9
K 1-  23: A  - 753 xD

U O(x)    =        j---

Ul(x) =     - X

U 2(x)    =        f       -   2 x      +     IKI  x 2J 11 4 7;

1 &

U) (x)    =         f--       -  3  X     +   3 J.#-   4 4  -   F- xJ Ti

,      rr         ;                       3              IT-F    X4
U Z, (x)    =          133        -  4 X     +     6  4 -4-    4         - 2   K       +    3  j -F

J -rr

U5(x)  =     /*J  -3-x   +/0  1  x2 -s-x.'+ f-5,4-44-- 5)(-rJ ti \/  //

We also found a genear for of Un(x), i.e.

4

Un(x )    =         E          ,         I  ),    (  n  )    PL
X, (A-20)

6=0

A- 6



r- '

1

here

E . I  :zz
(-57),i     -2             EE                 i even (A-21)

J A

r
T)L                                                                     i odd (A-22)

(6-1)/2   C -6 - 1-1 12    . 2 1'

.*

- A- 7 -



b Appendix B: .Reconstruction of Spatial Distribution

from Moments: the Simple Exponential

.'. Fitting Method

The range of applicability of the biorthogonal

polynomial method for reconstruction of spatial

distribution from moments is limited by the weight-

function chosen. In the problem treated, the choice of

weight-function was a Gaussian function. But for all

physical problems, the spatial distribution is expected

to be exponential at distance not too close to the source.

Therefore, it is expected that the biorthogonal polynomial

method would no longer obtain good results at higher

energies. So another method, the simple exponential-

fitting method, has been developed which is applicable

very well at higher energies.

(43)
It is shown by Goldstein that the ratios

of the higher moments give local relaxation lengths

approximately on an assumption of a nearly-exponential

flux behavior. Let us define the logarithmic derivatiVe,

X(x,E), of the scalar flux NQ(x,E) as

It 4                              -
= f -  No  (x.E) (B- 1)

,\ C X, E) No IX, e) dx

-P
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r...,U,

'.9...

I f  the  flux were represented  by a single exponential, A,

would, of course, be constant in x. Now, from the

definition of moments

re.                                                             N='1,0  C  E ) - 1 X,- A°(x.Ejax
(2 11 J'   2<»

(B- 2)

Through integratiob by parts, we get

1          fbo  X n+1  -ox4  00 (K,E) GlxN240(E)  =  - (2 h+131 - 1'-
(B- 3)

or

6.

1                      A M+ / '   Al'O (  Y. E )    6.  >fN in, c  (6)
(14+1)1 JA A.(K. 23)

(B- 4)

If we define a spatial average of Nx,E) as

'DO             140(x.E- )2&1 t I

CM XIX
1 2-l- A (X, 5-)

=

A l E)   PO
.-L#t                                                K                 NO  (x,22)  ol  X

tht'

-W
(B- 5)

Then

1 (E 3
/\1240(53 NZA+/, O

Xj-Af' 2 )
(B- 6)

Therefore, in terms  Of this quantity,  )4,  which  has  the

L                         . 8- 2
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" dimensions of length and plays the role of a suitably

averaged relaxation length, the ratio of successive even

moments. is given by

./                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          1
3 14 Jn+ 1.0  (E  ) - (E)

R          (s)                                                                          A           (2)  A                                                                    Ilh+10 4 th#/

1\1   1, ,    0       C  ZE   ,

(B- 7)

So if the signature curves of moments, given as the curve

of   fii--   vs    n,  at  some energies approach equilibrium
4 2n

values rapidly, it is clear that the fluxes at those

energies are asymptotically exponential. In other words,

I ..-4
Rzn (€ ) ,     .3 as r    ) 2

(B- 8)

or

Ne C K, E ) ACE) exfc -IX'//\c,r)

(xl>>° (B- 9)

-

where  Aw, is the asymptotic relaxation length,  and A(E)

may be determined  from the definition of moments.  That  is

1424,6    /5   >
A (E) (B-10)

2,1 +J                                                                 '

2  L Aasp j

L                                                                                    -8-3      -



In order to select the proper moment to determine the

coefficient A(E), we should look at the integrand of

equation (B-2) defining the moments. It can be shown that

there is no more than one maximum for the higher value

(43)
„         of n with a roughly exponential flux at large distance

The location of the maximum is determined by

-4 EX'"No(X.ZE)] -0= ln.)("-be(i €)+R*·13No(x.E)dX

or

9                r     3,    A c x. E ) (II-11)2n ,&*2<

          If the integrand in the moments definition is narrowly
peaked about this maximum, then any given moment could

be closely associated with the flux at the location of

this maximum. Based on this assumption, we can find the

suitable moment which can be used to evaluate the

coefficient A(E) at a particular location x by

56
1 4  (X) N (B-12)

-A *up

In this way, the order of moment, 2n, is usually not an

integer. The two moments with orders close to the value

given by equation (B-12) are both used to evaluate the

coefficient A(E). It is found that the difference between

-  B- 4  -
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the fluxes obtained from those two moments is within 5 %.

Then the average value of those two fluxes is taken.  .

Thus, from the signature curve of moments, we

may find the local relaxation length, and the suitable

moments which may be used to represent the flux at a

distance of interest. The local flux may, of course, be

evaluated.

- B- 5 -
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Appendix C: Formulus for Changing Cross Sections

in the Region Of the 297 KeV Minimum·

In order to investigate the importance of the

297 KeV minimum to the neutron deep penetration, a

number of moments calculations in whiach the total

cross secti6ns in the neighborhood of this minimum was

increased or decreased were performed. In these cases,

the total cross sections in the region of the 297 KeV

minimum were increased or decreased in such a manner

that the maximum change occurred at the bottom of the

minimum and the change tapered off to zero at both ends

of the minimum interval. The lower end of this minimum

interval was chosen at 287 KeV, where the cross section

reached the value of the average cross section outside

the minimum. The upper end was chosen  at   299   KeV,

which was the first one data point just above the bottom

of the minimum in the ENDF/B-III file. The total cross

section at the upper end is much higher than that at the

lower end. However, we have selected a number of solution

points in the upper side of the minimum to insure the

convergence of the flux calculation at the bottom of the

minimum.

6                               .  c. i  .



In the lower side of the minimum,the total cross sections

were changed according to the following expresion:

/      OLD

NEW OLD O'Y        CST     (23

VT (E) = dT (23 - a. C C-')
C 6-,1*9 e)] 1

where

/              OLD
(fi d-r        C  287 keV) C C-2)

0
V i        -     4-r                                                  0                               0 E-wa. (15     L  1 9 7keu)

(   17°   32
C  c-33

(197keV) (C-«)
OCD

or

N 59

tr (E)
a<r  Le)  f (Of- (1974•'J -Cr;f) 03:'1. 59·9.c'- ) f

4 2
OLD NEw

47' - 6-To  ... la.i,..F€I-

C  c  -  37-3

From the above equation, we have

MGU  TQL° (2-97/CeW)  (+C-6·)«i  (1 2 7 ke v )

and the maximum change occurs at 297 KeV. On the other

hand, in the upper side of the minimum, the cross sections

at solution points were interpolated from the two values

9-2
..:.:'.

i..  3
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...  26 rx :.s

. 11 ->

,,

1

f (

of the upper end cross section and the new total cross

section at the bottom Of the 297 KeV minimum. In all  .

region, the elastic cross sections were set to equal to

the difference of the new total cross section and the

original absorption cross section.

- C- 3 -



APPENDIX D: Method for Estimating Number of

Neutron Collisions

Corisider a neutron slowing down in an infinite medium consisting

of a single element with no absorption, and constant cross

section. If the initial lethargy of the neutron is taken

to be zero, its lethargy un after n collisions will be

'1

Url. .7«     LS  li E ( D- i .)
../

where Au. is the increase in lethargy of the neutron at its1

i th collision. The average value of un after n collisions

is therefore
rt

Em               XII       Z  ul c (D- 2 3
,=1

where ZTE is the average increase in lethargy at.the i th

collision. If the scattering is isotropic in the center of

mass   system,     i d:   = I for all collisions, where J is the
average increase in lethargy per collision, it follows  that

Lt h                 /1   'S                                                               C    D  .- 3 3

Equation (D-3) can be used in an obvious way to compute

the number of collisions required to increase the average

lethargy to the value,  6(h , that is,

D- 1

L



/           . . . . .

'.    2

.

...

li,)

1·1 - - (. P .- 42 j

T

Therefore, if the initial energy of the neutron is E  and

the detector energy corresponding  to  66  is  E,   then  the

average number of collisions rr is given by

.-.

).  -=.

f     ..1'" 2 (D-3-)

However, equation (D-5) holds only if all of the following

conditions are true.

a. The neutron source is monoenergetic.

b. The medium is of no absorption and constant cross section.

c. Elastic scattering is the only type of collision and its

angular distribution is isotropic in the center of mass

system.

If any one of the above conditions is not satisfied, e.g.

a fission source in the real sodium medium, .there is no easy

way to find our the .average collision numbers to reach a

particular detector, except by Monte Carlo method. We have

developed a simple approximation to solve this problem.

I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     i

Consider an integrated quantity, I, which is defined as

follows:

- D- 2 -
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I                          .        ci  p         cj    le   ,      N   (p, (D-  63

where p represents the phase space, w(p) is some kind of

weighting function or response function, and N( p) is the -

neutron flux. If we consider

N (i) .1  N C f.,1 ) C D.-7 )
n

where N(p,n) is the flux of neutrons undergone exact n ,

collisions, then

.-

1                                                              -1.                  E     J   (71 F   W i l, )  4 (10,  Il  )     -    52    I& ,         C   0-3 7  )
./ , ,

where

IM                & p   W i r,   N  (p, 11· 3 l)-9)

Now, consider the same problem with nothing changed but

applying a small tag, say,  % absorption; uniformly to all

collision processes, i.e. elastic and inelastic scattering.

By the same token, the flux in this case, N'(p) is given

by

 
- D- 3 -



N'(F J 2- N ' c Ip, rt ) ,   D.-/O  >
rl

Since the tag is applied uniformly to all collision

processes, then

14'(e.,1) N  (F.  4)    ( / - 6 ) " (D 11)

And

I

·I'    c        <  de   Wle)   N   Le
) IXI  ( 1-6-)-In    C  D- /2)

A

PA
If n is not very small, we can approximate

hz /.hz- -r2_ 1 h -.
1 J (n  )   d '1 (C>-11)

n,                Jh,

where it is assumed that nl and n2 are not closely spacing.

'Then

I ·-V
S  5 (A) Cl

M (   D.-  /4 )

I

I    ··v         Ct-er 5(A,c *  C D-frj

D- 4



If we normalize J(n) as follows

J(n )
- (D--163

j<  (1 1)   =       I

then

31  '     =          I                    (,-e)"    K   (n   )
citi (0--17)

Here, it is noted that K(n) is a normalized distribution

function of collision number. If we simply define

C  /- 6  ) A        =       C /-6 )  M  /<S  ( 11 ) ci
M C D - 1 2 )

where K is the average number of collisions. Then

I

h z 1/Ar , 1 2,1 (1-6 ) ( C> -/ 7)

On the other hand, if we assume for large n that K(n)

approaches a Gaussian function,i.e.

(n-Fi) 1 1
K  (n  3      4       M      e x p [- -    1      (  D- -1 0)

1 6:<  3

where r is the standard deviation, and has the following

i
D- 5
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4
form for medium with no absorptiod, isotropic scattering,

and constant cross section.

«= C (1- (,- 7, 4  j :1
4                              (D--21)

-5

where

/1-   \2.
 

                                                 Ati
J A  =  ni :.Ss   hhiALL' rC                                                               (0 -22)

---/

and M is the normalization factor. Then

-

(n-n)

_/,       =        AA        f ( , -6 1 4 AD 1 6 1  /-

1
L (-111

Z J
1

(  iD  - 2.3 )    f   (  11 , 6-  4)

From equation (D-23), we can solve for 3 and c' if two I'

for two different tags are given. If we approximate

.:
h                  - h 6(1-6 ) 11 e (0 -24)

in equation (D-23), we can get the following analytic forms

for R and C .
-

C-  = 2 f  R;  . - /1. ) (0  -  2 1-)
Cul-fli
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,
i

and                                              1i
Z. )2

11  -  A-1  +  » 6, 11 1     +    2- 6 C  D- 26 34 2

)

- -

where 11, and il L are the average collision numbers calculated

from given tags e; and 62, respectively.

The above method is applied to a medium with the
 same mass

number as sodium but with no absorption, isotropic scattering

and constant cross· section. The calculated results are summarized       ·:

in Table D-1 and D-2. In these tables, the theore
tical values

i           calculated. from equations (D-5) and 
(D-21) are also listed

for comparison. It is clear from these tables tha
t the agreement

of the results from the model to the theoretical 
velues              i

t.

are  very  good. The values  of   R   and   C    calculated  are

nearly  6   independent.

We also applied this model to calculated the numb
er of

collisions in real sodium medium. It seems that the result           
.                                                

                                                 
                                      P'

is e dependent. This is because the ratio of inel
astic cross

section to elastic cross section is too small at 
some energies        4

t

to get a good flux convergence for a very small 
tag. So we

have to choose a proper value of e , not too 'large to use                

-D-7-                         
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the approximation in equation (D-24), and not too small

to get good flux convergence.

D
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Table D-1: Estimation of number of collisions in mock-up

sodium medium

LETHARGY n, 77 2 11 '41

4.60 '54.80' 54.80 54.47

5.30 63.03 63.03 62.71

6.90 81.96 81.96 81.66

. .,'7.60 90.19 90.20 89.89

9.20 .
109.13 109.13 108.84

1
9.89 117.36 117.37 117.08

11.49 136.30 136.30 136.03

12.19 144.53 144.53 144.26

13.79 163.47 163.47 163.21

i4.17 168.00 168.00 167.74

*
11, cy/c;,(44,-,( w:,6< 61, \.1.  A.k-  6 2 = 0-1./„ .

-

V\L        (xec.,11.ste ti      livid        6-,    -   2 ·1„       r..= (     6- z.  --   e.  C'/0   .

.-I

11+4       c...44.-(11.'32       51)01      -et..66.ci,      c  3  -  3--)  .

-    D-  9     -
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Table.D-2: Estimation of.the standard deviation in mock-up

sodium medium

LETHERGY                    4 crl Crff,A

4.60 4.39 4.52 4.38

5.30 4.71 4.84 4.70

6.90 5.30 5.49 5.37

7.60 - 5.55 5.76 5.63

9.20 6.13 6.34 6.20

1 9.89 6.37 6.58 6.43

11.49 6.88 7.10 6.93

12.19 7.08 7.30 7.14

13.79 7.54 7.78 7.59

14.17 7.63 7.88 7.69

/.f* /1 \  '  - f-f
cr·',   c- ·.( c>,d, :1*.c· Mr,W.,   <39  .r / ·/.   646,1  e k = e. c

/.-
.

:
,»t,        61   =   11.        c\-A     eL=   0.(   /·.6--4 c *.·..62.p(·, /f .t. C

8 4         c.· .6_62 /i· ('       4,6,=      -el;«d 4     CD·-2/)
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Appendix E: List of BMT Runs

More than 100 cases of BMT calculations have

been made in the course of this study. Each calculation

has been assigned an index number to be used to refer to

a particular case in the discussions. The following is a

complete list of cases and a brief description of special

characteristics pertaining to each case. Those cases are

classfied into thirteen categories according to their

major feature different from the standard calculation,

case 0. Only those features different from case 0 are

listed. The standard calculation is described in Section

IV-1.

A. Calculations with partial fission sources:

0           The standard case.

1           With a partial fission source at energies

L 0.040 MeV.

2           With a partial fission source at energies

50.350  MeV.

3-          With a partial fission source at energies

5 0.542  MeV.

3-P With a partial fission source at energies

>  0.542  MeV,

-  E- 1  -
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3           With a partial fission source at energies

6 0.868 MeV.

3+          With a partial fission source at energies

5  1.250  MeV.

3+P With a partial fission source at energies

·>  1.250  MeV.

4           With a partial fission source at energies

5 1.600 MeV.

5           With a partial fission source at energies

6 2.860 MeV.

6          With a partial fission source at energies

5 3.925 MeV.
*

6P          With a partial fission source at energies

7 3.925 MeV.

7           With a partial fission source at energies

6 5.076 Mer.

8 (7P) With a partial fission source at energies

> 5.076 MeV.

9           With·a partial fission source at energies

2 7.000 MeV.

B.. Calculations with the Smoothed Cross Section Set:

In the following cases except case 6PSS, the

- „2-



4
standard cross section set was modified by filling the

cross section dips up to the level of the average cross

section in the vicinity of the cross section dips in the

following energy ranges:

0.287 MeV - 0.299 MeV,

0.457  MeV   -   0.542  MeV,

1.835 MeV - 1.930 MeV,

3.000 MeV  -  3.154 MeV.

OS          With full fission source.

1PS With a partial fission source at energies

>  0.040  MeV.
lial 2PS With a partial fission source at energies

> 0.350 MeV.

3S          With a partial fission source at energies

6 0.868 MeV.

3PS With a partial fission source at energies

> 0.868  MeV.

4PS With. a partial fission source at energies

> 1.600 MeV.

5PS With a partial fission source at energies

> 2.860 MeV.

5P6S With a partial fission source at energies

6 3.925 MeV but >2.86 MeV.

-  E- 3  -
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6S          With a partial fission source at energies

6 3.925 MeV.

6PS With a partial fission source at energies

> 3.925 MeV.

7PS   ( 8S) With a partial fission source at energies

> 5.076  MeV.

gS          With a partial fission source at energies

2  7.000  MeV.

6PSS The standard cross section set was modified

by filling up the cross section fluctuations

in the following energy ranges:

4.115·MeV  -  4..200 MUV,
4.4 2 8    MeV     -    4.565    MeV,

4.900 MeV - 5.076 MeV.

And the source was a partial fission source

-  at  energies  >3.925  MeV.

C. Calcu].ations With Modifi.ed Cross Section Set in the

ReRion of the 297 KeV Minimum:

In the following calculations, the standard

cross section set in the vicinity Of the 297 KeV minimum

was modified as described in Appendix C.

-      E-   4      -
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0

D

ODDA New total cross section at 297 KeV = 0.75 b.

1:

ODD B New total cross .section at 297 KeV = 0.90 b.

ODDC New total cross section at 297 KeV = 1.10 b.

ODDD New total cross section at 297 KeV = 1.25 b.

ODD E New total cross section at 297 KeV = 1.50 b.

ODDF New total cross section at 297 KeV = 2.71 b.

(= total cross section at 287.KeV.)

D. Calculations with Modified Anisotropy of Elastic                   
t

Scattering:

In the following cases except cases 0Al and

14

6Al, the angular distribution of elastic scattering

was made to be isotropic in the center of mass system

in one or another energy range.                           
            1

E

OA          With isotropic everywhere and full fission

source.                                                                                                                                                  „

OAP With isotropic scattering below 1.10 MeV  _
1,

and. full fission source.

3-A(OA3-) With the same source as case 3- and
1

isotropic scattering in the source region.

3+A(OA 3+) With the same source as case 3+ and

isotropic scattering in the source region.

E-5 -
;
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6A (OA6) With the same source as in case 6 and

isotropic scattering in the source region:

4PA With the same source as in case 4PS and

isotropic scattering in the source region.

5PA With the same source as in case 5PS and

isotropic scattering in the source region.

6PA With the same source as in case 6P and

isotropic scattering in the source region.

8A (7PA) With the same source as in case 8 and

isotropic scattering in the source region.

9A          With the same source as in case 9 and

isotropic scattering in the source region.
p

OA6P With the same source as in case GP and

isotropic scattering everywhere.

3-AO With full fission source and isotropic

scattering at energies 5 0.542 MeV.

3+AO With full fission source and isotropic

scattering at energies 51.250 MeV.

6SA With the same assumptions as in case 63

except isotropic scattering i.n the source

region.

. 4., 0Al With P-1 approximation for the elastic

scattering in the center of mass system.

-  E- 6  -
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9,
6Al With the same source as in case 6 and P-1

approximation for the elastic scattering

in the center of mass system.

-  E. Calculations without Elastic Scattering:

In the following cases, the elastic scattering

everywhere was treated as absorption.

OEC With full.fission source.

6PEC With  the same 'source  as  in  case  6P.

9EC With the same source as in case 9.

P

F. Calculations with Modified Inelastic.Cross Sections:

0'          With·different inelastic cut-off energies.

OIC Treated inelastic scattering as absorption.

OICl Treated inelastic scattering except the

first discrete level as absorption.

OIE Treated inelastic scattering as elastic

scattering.

7IE Same as case OIE except with.a partial

fission source the same as in case 7.

OIEl Treated the first-discrete inelastic

           .            
  scattering as elastic 

scattering.
-  E- 7  -

J



8'El Same as case OIEl except with a partial

fission source the same as in case 8.

OI8E Made total inelastic cross section at

                          energies > 5.076 MeV t
o elastic cross

section.

8I8E Same as case OI8£ except with a partial

fission source the same as in case 8.

OIEAA Made total inelastic scattering to .

isotropic elastic scattering.

OIEA Same as case OIE except made all scattering

isotropic in the center of mass system.

OIEAl Same as case OIE except with P-1

approximation for the elastic scattering

in the center of mass system.

7IEAl Same as case OIEAl except with a partial

fission source the same as in case 7.

OIND With all inelastic cross sections decreased

by 5 % proportionally and with the absorption

cross section increased accordingly.

OIA With all inelastic cross sections increased

y                         by 10 % proportionally
 and with elastic

cross sections decreased accordingly.

OID With all inelastic cross sections decreased

                     
  by 10 7 proportionally and

with elastic

cross sections increased accordingly.

-  E- 8  -
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8 ID Same as case OID except with a partial

fission source the same as in case 8.

OERR- With inelastic cross section decreased

by  10 %  below  2  MeV,  by  15 % above  2  MeV,

by 30 % above 8 MeV and with elastic cross

sections increased accordingly.

OERR+ With inelastic cross sections increased

by  10 % below  2  MeV,  by  15 % above  2  MeV,

by 30 % above 8 ReV and with elastic cross

sections decreased accordingly.

G. Calculations with Various Treatments· of the Inelastic
r

Scattering:

OIFM Using finite mass approximation for all

discrete inelastic levels.

OIFM 1 Using finitre mass approximation for the

first discrete inelastic level only,

2+FM 1 Same as case OIR41 except with a partial

fission source at ·energies > 0.6095 MeV.

OIFM' Same as case OIFM except putting in 5 more

energy points in the upper energy side of

the 297 KeV minimum.

OIFM'S Same as case OIFM' except with the.smoothed

 

_                          cross section set as described in 
Category B.
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H. Calculations.with Modified Reaction Q Values of Discrete

Inelastic Scattering:

OIEQ With Q = 0.0 for all levels.

OIQB With all Q values decreased by 250 KeV.

0 IQ D -R·11 Same as case OIQD except wj.th finite mass

approximation for the first level.

2+ IQD - FM 1 Same  as case O IQ D -Fall except  with a partial

fission source the same as in case 2+FM1.

0 IQD -S Same as case OIQD except with the smoothed

cross section set described in Category B.

1

OIODA Same as case OAP except with all Q values

decreased by 250 KeV.
Z

OA - IQD Same as case OA except with all Q values

decreased by 250 KeV.

6IQD Same as case OIQD except with a partial

fission source the same as in case 6.

OA6-IQD Same as case OA6 except with all Q values

decreased by 250 KeV.

OIQD 1 With all Q values decreased by 100 KeV.

OIQD2 With  all Q values decreased  by  4.00  KeV.

I. Calculations with Iricreased Cross Sections at Hip,h

Enernies:

- E-·10 -
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In the following cases except case 9XA, all

cross sections at energies above 0.19 MeV were increased

by a factor of 3 proportionally.

OHEXI With full fission source.

5P6HEXI With a partial fission source the same as

in case 5P6S.

6PHEXI Wi.th  the smae source  as  in  case  6P.

9HEXI With the same source as in case 9.

9XA With the same source as in case 9 and with

all cross sections in the source region
1

increased by 20 % proportionally.

J. Calcul.ati.ons with Increased Cross Sections at Low

Energies:

In the fol.1.orqing calculations, al]. total cross

sections at energies below 244 KeV was set to be 8..07

barns except at the two scattering resonances where the

original cross sections  were  higher  than 8.07 barns.

Absorption was kept the same as the standard Cross

section set.

- E-11 -
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OLEXI   With full fission.source.

OLEXIFM1 Same as case OIFM1 except with the same

cross section set as in case OLEXI.

5P6LEXI Same as case OLEXI except with a partial

fission source the same as case 5P6S.

5P 6LEXI-S Same as case 5P6LEXI except with the smoothed

cross section set in the energy ranges as

described in Category B.

5P6LEXI-Sl  Same as case OLEXI except with the cross

section dip at 3.075 MeV filled up.

5P6LEXI-32  Same as case 5P6LEXI except with the cross

section dips at 297 KeV, 521 KeV and 1.885

' MeV filled up.

5PGLEXI-DD  Same as casa 5P6LEXI except with cross

sections in the vicinity of cross section

dips modified as described in Category C

with the total cross sections at the bottom

of the dips were 75 % of the original

values.

K. Calculations with Modified Absorption Cross Sections:

ONC With no absorption below  10  KeV.

-  E-12  -
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6
Ocl Added 1 % absorption everywhere with

CY;Ew( 6  3       .       01 0, 2 8 )     -    O.0/   ·      47(6) O.0 s Ests·.otic\J

OC2 Same as case 0Cl except only added 0.1 %

absorption.

6PC 1 Same as case 0Cl except with a partial

fission source the same as case 6P.

6PC2 Same as case OC2 except with a partial

fission source the same as case 6P.

22SC2 Same as case 2PS except added 0.1 %

absorption like case 0Cl.

4PSC2 Same as  case 4PS except added  0.1 %

i

absorption like case 0Cl.

5PSC2 Same ascase 5PS except added 0.1 %

absorption like case 0Cl.

6PSC2 Same as case 6PS except added 0.1 %

absorption like case 0Cl.

7PSC2 Same as cbse 7PS except added 0.1 %

absorption like case 0Cl.

OAC2 Same  as  case OA except added  0.1  %

absorption like case 0Cl.

OIElC2 Same as case OIEl except added 0.1 %

absorption like case 0Cl.

8IElC2 Same as case 8IEl except added 0.1 %

absorption like 0(1,

-  E-13  -
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- Same as case 0Cl but with                             1

OLD elt VJ

C' .r                                 1                                                                                                                              2
OLD #12 4                                                                                                                  j

6/s' 0/'

bJEW C   AJE *J
: 0.0                       i

OS  + = ci, -     cr; „«e+   .FT  0;.      -   0 0/ . 6'r0
G

OCP2 Same as case OCP1 but with 0.1 %                      ;

absorption added.

OCP 3 Same as case OCP 1 but with 0.5 %

absorption added.

6PCP 1 Same as case 6P except with 1.0 %

absorption added like case OCP1.

6PCP2 Same as case 6P except with 0.1 %

absorption added like case OCPl.

8IE1CP2 Same as case 8IEl but'with 0.1 % absorption

added like case OCP1.

. L. Calculations with Finer Cross Section Set or/and

Finer Energy Grid:

OX          With cross sections obtained from direct

interpolation from the PROCENDF output.

OX4P With the same source as in case 4PS and

added 90 energy points in energy range

between 1.60 MeV and 3.00 MeV and using

PROCENDF nrnss sectionoct in thst regiurt.
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OX5P With partial fission source above 2.86 MeV

and added 40 energy points in energy range

between 3.0 MeV and 4.115 MeV and using

the PROCENDF cross section set in that

energy range.

OX6P With the same source as in case 62 and

added 40 energy points in energy range

between 4.115 Me\·'' and 5.380 MeV and using

PROCENDF cross section set in that energy

range.

OX8 With the same source as in case 8 and added

40 energy points in energy range between
A n rn:,-r r-15.38 MeV and 7.0 MeV and using PR#ul:.1 Ur

cross section set in that energy range.

OX9 With the same source as in case 9 and added

25 energy points in energy range between

7.0    MeV     and     10  .9 5    MeV  .

M. Cal.cul.ati.ons with Mock-un Sodi.uni Cross Sections:

Cxl With constant cross section, non-absorption,

i.sotropic scattering sodium medium with a

monoenergetic source. (lethargy range

from 0.0 to 5.5.)

..,
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CX2 Same as case CX1 except lethargy range from

0.0 to 14.0.

CX2Cl Same as case CX2 except with 1.0 ,o"1

absorption.

CX2C2 Same as case CX2 except with 0.1 %

absorption.

CX3 With constant cross section, 50 % absorption,

anidotropic scattering sodium medium with

a constant source  from  u  =. 0.0  to  u  =  2.0,

and with the anisotropy of the elastic

scattering the same as the real sodium at

7.0 MeV.

CX3A Same as case CX3 except with isotropic

scattering.

CX4 Same as case CX3A except with 50 % inelastic

scattering above 0.5 MeV (Q = 439 KeV).

CX4-IQD Saine  as  case CX4 except Q  =  189  KeV.                       -
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